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FLUCTUATIONS OF LINEAR SPECTRAL STATISTICS OF DEFORMED WIGNER
MATRICES
SANDRINE DALLAPORTA AND MAXIME FEVRIER
Abstract. We investigate the fluctuations of linear spectral statistics of a Wigner matrixWN deformed
by a deterministic diagonal perturbation DN , around a deterministic equivalent which can be expressed
in terms of the free convolution between a semicircular distribution and the empirical spectral measure
of DN . We obtain Gaussian fluctuations for test functions in C7c pRq (C
2
c pRq for fluctuations around the
mean). Furthermore, we provide as a tool a general method inspired from Shcherbina and Johansson to
extend the convergence of the bias if there is a bound on the bias of the trace of the resolvent of a random
matrix. Finally, we state and prove an asymptotic infinitesimal freeness result for independent GUE
matrices together with a family of deterministic matrices, generalizing the main result from [Shl18].
1. Introduction
The celebrated Wigner’s Theorem [Wig58] states that the empirical spectral measure (i.e. the uniform
distribution on the eigenvalues) µWN of a suitably rescaled Hermitian matrixWN with independent entries
having mean 0 and variance σ2, now known as a Wigner matrix, weakly converges in probability to the
semicircular distribution µσ2 with density p2piσ2q´1
?
4σ2 ´ x21r´2σ;2σspxq. It is remarkable that the limit
distribution is non random and universal, in the sense that it depends on the distribution of the entries
only through their variance σ2. Hence, for every test function ϕ : R Ñ C in a set including bounded
continuous functions and indicator functions of intervals, the linear spectral statistic
ş
R
ϕpxqµWN pdxq
converges in probability to
ş
R
ϕpxqµσ2 pdxq.
It is then natural to investigate fluctuations of
ş
R
ϕpxqµWN pdxq around its limit
ş
R
ϕpxqµσ2 pdxq. This
question has attracted a lot of attention in the past decades. For Wigner matrices with Gaussian entries,
results were obtained by a careful analysis of the explicit density of the eigenvalue point process [Joh98],
exploiting its determinantal structure [CL95], or by a dynamical approach using stochastic calculus
[CD01]. For more general entries, the question was first attacked in [KKP96] for particular test functions
ϕz : x ÞÑ pz ´ xq´1, z P CzR, for which the linear spectral statistic is the Stieltjes transform of µWN .
Recall here the definition of the Stieltjes transform Gµ of a Borel probability measure µ on R:
Gµpzq “
ż
R
ϕzpxqµpdxq, z P CzR.
See also [BY05, BX16, BGM16] for similar investigations. Other approaches, for polynomial test functions
using combinatorial arguments in [SS98] or for test functions with sufficiently fast decaying Fourier
transform using Fourier analysis in [LP09b, LP09a], have been developed.
It appeared that these fluctuations depend on more moments (up to the fourth) of the entries of
the Wigner matrix and on the regularity of the test function. When entries have the same finite fourth
moment and the test function has enough regularity, fluctuations are of scale N´1 and of Gaussian nature.
More precisely, the following result is a reformulation of the main result in [BX16]:
Theorem 1. Let WN be a Wigner matrix satisfying the assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) in Section 2
below. Then, for analytic ϕ : R Ñ R, the linear spectral statistic ş
R
ϕpxqµWN pdxq of WN satisfies the
following:
N
´ż
R
ϕpxqµWN pdxq ´
ż
R
ϕpxqµσ2 pdxq
¯
ñ N `b0pϕq, V0pϕq “ C0pϕ, ϕq˘,
where b0 and C0 are uniquely determined by
b0pϕzq “ ´G1µ
σ2
pzqGµ
σ2
pzq`s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2 Gµσ2 pzq2
1´ τGµ
σ2
pzq2 ` κGµσ2 pzq
2
˘
, z P CzR;
1
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C0pϕz1 , ϕz2q “ G1µ
σ2
pz1qG1µ
σ2
pz2q
”
s2 ´ σ2 ´ τ ` 2κGµ
σ2
pz1qGµ
σ2
pz2q
` σ
2
p1´ σ2Gµ
σ2
pz1qGµ
σ2
pz2qq2 `
τ
p1´ τGµ
σ2
pz1qGµ
σ2
pz2qq2
ı
, z1, z2 P CzR.
For discontinuous test functions such as indicator functions of intervals, fluctuations are still Gaussian
but with different scale, mean and variance [CL95, DV11, LS18]. Note that the optimal regularity as-
sumption on test functions for Theorem 1 to hold is still an active field of research [BWZ09, Shc11, SW13,
Kop15]. Gaussian fluctuations with different scale, mean and variance also hold for linear spectral statis-
tics of the form
ş
R
ϕzpxqµWN pdxq when the entries of the Wigner matrix have an infinite fourth moment
([BGM16]; see also [BGGM14] for the case of non square integrable entries, in which case Wigner’s The-
orem fails to hold [BAG08]). When entries of the Wigner matrix are not identically distributed in such
a way that their variances differ (these matrices are called band matrices or sometimes Wigner matrices
with variance profile), fluctuations of linear spectral statistics have also been described (see [AJS19] and
references therein).
In this paper, we focus on deformed Wigner matrices, i.e. sums XN of a Wigner matrix WN and a
deterministic Hermitian matrix DN whose empirical spectral measure νN weakly converges to a Borel
probability measure ν8. They were introduced by [PR60] as a generalization of Wigner’s model for energy
levels of nuclei, and had several other applications afterwards. The weak convergence of the empirical
spectral measure µN of XN was first proved by Pastur in [Pas72] (see also [PS11]): µN weakly converges
(in probability) towards the unique Borel probability measure ρ on R satisfying the so-called Pastur
equation:
(1) Gρpzq “ Gν8pz ´ σ2Gρpzqq, z P CzR.
The empirical spectral measure µN of WN ` DN is related via its moments to the noncommutative
distribution of pWN , DN q in the noncommutative probability space of randommatrices with entries having
finite moments of any order pMN pL8´q,EN´1Trq. Under some additional assumptions, WN and DN
have been proved in [Dyk93, AGZ09, MS10] to be asymptotically free, in the sense of free probability
theory (see [VDN92] for an introduction to free probability theory). As a consequence, the weak limit
ρ of µN is the distribution of the sum of free selfadjoint noncommutative random variables respectively
distributed according to the limiting empirical spectral measures of WN and DN . In other words, ρ is
the free additive convolution of the semicircular distribution µσ2 and ν8. Voiculescu noticed in [Voi93]
that the Stieltjes transform of the free additive convolution µ ‘ ν of two Borel probability measures
µ, ν on R is generically subordinated (in the sense of Littlewood) to the Stieltjes transform of ν: there
exists an analytic self-map ω : C` Ñ C` of the upper half-plane C` :“ tz P C, Iz ą 0u such that
Gµ‘νpzq “ Gνpωpzqq, z P C`. When µ “ µσ2 is the semicircle distribution with variance σ2 and ν “ ν8,
then ωpzq “ z ´ σ2Gρpzq and the subordination equation coincide with Pastur equation (1).
The fluctuations of linear spectral statistics of deformed Wigner matrices were studied in [Kho94] in
the case of deformed GOE (real Gaussian entries) via the resolvent approach and discussed in [Gui02]
in the case of deformed GUE (complex Gaussian entries) via a dynamical approach. See also [Su13] and
[BEM17] for related works where WN and DN have different scales. More recently, deformed Wigner
matrices with more general entries but for rank one deformationsDN were considered, in relation with the
free energy of the spherical Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [BL17] or with statistical applications [CL18].
During the preparation of this paper, the preprint [JL17] appeared, dealing with full rank deformations of
Wigner matrices; we discuss the differences between [JL17] and our work at the end of the Introduction.
In this paper, we will consider deformed Wigner matrices with general entries and deterministic di-
agonal deformations DN . We study fluctuations of
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq around a deterministic equivalentş
R
ϕpxqρN pdxq, where the Borel probability measure ρN is defined, as ρ, by Pastur equation (1), but with
pNσ2N , νN q instead of pσ2, ν8q, and for test functions ϕ in the space Hs of all f P L2pRq such that
}f}Hs :“
´ż
R
p1` 2|t|q2s|fˆptq|2dt
¯1{2
ă `8,
for some s ą 0. Our main result in this paper is the following:
Theorem 2. Let XN be the deformed Wigner matrix satisfying assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H4) in
Section 2 below.
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(1) For ϕ P Hs, s ą 3{2, the linear spectral statistics
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq of XN satisfies:
N
´ż
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq ´ Er
ż
R
ϕpxqµN pdxqs
¯
ñ N `0, V rϕs “ Cpϕ, ϕq˘,
where the continuous bilinear form C is determined by Crϕz1 , ϕz2 s “ Γpz1, z2q, z1, z2 P CzR
(defined in Proposition 8).
(2) For ϕ P Hs, s ą 13{2, N
`
Erş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxqs ´
ş
R
ϕpxqρN pdxq
˘ ÝÑ
NÑ`8
bpϕq, where the continuous
linear form b is determined by its restriction to tϕz : x ÞÑ pz´xq´1; z P CzRu (given in Proposition
5).
The Borel probability measure ρN defined above has a nice interpretation in terms of free probability:
it is the free additive convolution of the semicircular distribution µNσ2
N
and νN . Theorem 2 also has
interpretations in terms of (extensions of) free probability theory, namely higher order freeness (see
[MS06, MSS07, CMSS07]) and infinitesimal freeness (see [BS12]). Indeed, roughly speaking, when one
considers normalized traces of mixed words in certain NˆN random matrices, whereas freeness is related
to the large N limit of their expectations (or first cumulants), infinitesimal freeness is related to the 1{N
correction in this asymptotic, and higher order freeness is related to the large N asymptotic of their higher
cumulants. It is known [CMSS07] that a GUE random matrix WN is asymptotically free of all orders
from any deterministic Hermitian matrix DN whose empirical spectral measure converges in moments. It
follows that, under these assumptions, the fluctuations of
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq for polynomial ϕ are Gaussian
and their variance may be computed using the R-transform machinery from [CMSS07] (note that Γpz1, z2q
from Proposition 8 with τ “ κ “ 0 and s2 “ σ2 indeed coincides with the second-order Cauchy transform
that may be computed from the R-transform machinery). Theorem 2 suggests that asymptotic second
order freeness still holds between WN and DN when WN is a Wigner matrix satisfying (H1), (H2) and
(H3) with τ “ κ “ 0 and s2 “ σ2. Similarly, a GOE random matrix WN is asymptotically real second
order free from any deterministic real symmetric matrix DN whose empirical spectral measure converges
in moments [MP13, Red14]. It follows that, under these assumptions, the fluctuations of
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq
for polynomial ϕ are Gaussian. Theorem 2 suggests that asymptotic real second order freeness still holds
between WN and DN when WN is a Wigner matrix satisfying (H1), (H2) and (H3) with τ “ s2 “ σ2
and κ “ 0. Another corollary of Theorem 2 is that the bias bpϕq vanishes whenever s2 “ σ2, τ “ 0 and
κ “ 0 (this is for instance the case for the deformed GUE). In that case, the mean empirical spectral
measure ErµN s is particularly well approximated by the free additive convolution ρN of the semicircular
distribution µNσ2
N
and νN . This suggest that a Wigner matrix satisfying (H1), (H2) and (H3) with
s2 “ σ2, τ “ 0 and κ “ 0 is asymptotically infinitesimally free from bounded sequences of deterministic
real diagonal matrices DN converging in noncommutative dsitribution. This was known for the GUE and
a family of finite rank deterministic matrices (see [Shl18]); we generalize this result in appendix.
Due to the simple characterization of ρ and ρN in terms of their Stieltjes transforms, it is natural to
prove Theorem 2 first for test functions ϕz , z P CzR, following the strategy of [BY05]. The linear spectral
statistic associated to the test function ϕz is related to the trace of the resolvent of XN . To deal with
resolvents, we will use elementary linear algebra tools, including various consequences of Schur inversion
formula. We will then use martingale arguments such as a classical CLT for martingale differences. Then
we extend the result to test functions in some Hs by a density argument inspired by [Shc11], justifying
the statement made in Theorem 2 that b and V are determined by their restrictions to the linear span of
ϕz, z P CzR.
The recent preprint [JL17] addresses questions similar to the one studied in this work. Note that [JL17]
also considers the case of a random diagonal deformation DN with independent identically distributed
diagonal entries, independent from WN ; this case is not strictly in the scope of our work. In the case
of a deterministic diagonal deformation, this paper extend results from [JL17] by relaxing some of their
assumptions. First, the proofs are written for complex Hermitian as well as for real symmetric matrices.
We ask the entries ofWN to have a finite 4p1`εqmoment and, in the complex case, remove the assumption
ErW 2ijs “ 0 for i ‰ j. We assume instead that the real and imaginary parts of Wij are uncorrelated.
Second, the result is proved under no assumption on the support of the limit of the empirical spectral
measure of DN : this assumption does not seem necessary because the almost sure (exact) separation
of the spectrum of deformed Wigner matrices (see [CDMFF11]) prevents it from the usual objection
to Gaussian fluctuations for matrix models whose limiting empirical spectral measure has disconnected
support. Third, it is valid for functions in C7c pRq (C2c pRq for fluctuations around the mean). Technically,
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these improvements are obtained by bypassing the use of the precise local law from [LSSY16]. We also
extend the CLT to more general than analytic test functions by a density argument, which was proved in
[Shc11] at covariance level. We adapt it to study the convergence of bias (Lemma 13 and Proposition 6).
Besides the Introduction, the paper is organized in several other sections. Section 2 introduces the
deformedWigner matrices considered in this work. Section 3 gathers tools from elementary linear algebra,
martingale theory, complex analysis and functional analysis used in the proofs. Section 4 is devoted to
concentration bounds that are central in our approach. The proof of item (2) of Theorem 2 can be found
in Section 5; the proof of item (1) of Theorem 2 is the content of Sections 6 and 7. Two appendices
conclude the paper: the first one details the truncation argument allowing to assume that entries of WN
are almost surely bounded by a sequence slowly converging to 0; the second one states and proves the
free probabilistic interpretation of item p2q of Theorem 2.
2. Presentation of the model
We consider, on a probability space, a sequence of deformed Wigner matrices
XN :“WN `DN , N ě 1,
where :
(H1) entries tWiju1ďiďjďN of the N ˆN Hermitian matrix WN are independent random variables;
(H2) off-diagonal entries tWiju1ďiăjďN of WN are identically distributed complex random variables
such that, for some ε ą 0, C4 :“ supNě1 Er|
?
NWij |4p1`εqs ă `8. We assume that ErWijs “ 0
and that
σ2N :“ Er|Wij |2s ě 0, τN :“ ErW 2ijs P R, κN :“ Er|Wij |4s ´ 2σ4N ´ τ2N P R
satisfy
lim
NÑ`8
Nσ2N “ σ2 ą 0, lim
NÑ`8
NτN “ τ P R, lim
NÑ`8
N2κN “ κ P R;
(H3) diagonal entries tWiiu1ďiďN of WN are identically distributed real random variables such that,
for some ε ą 0, C3 :“ supNě1 Er|
?
NWii|3p1`εqs ă `8. We assume that ErWiis “ 0 and that
s2N :“ ErW 2iis ě 0 satisfies limNÑ`8Ns2N “ s2 ą 0;
(H4) DN is a N ˆN deterministic real diagonal matrix such that, for some Borel probability measure
ν8 on R,
νN :“ 1
N
ÿ
λPsppDN q
δλ ñ ν8.
In subsections 5.2, 6.1 and 6.3, we will also assume that all entries of WN are almost surely bounded by
δN , where pδN qNě1 is a sequence of positive numbers slowly converging to 0 (at rate less than N´ε for any
ε ą 0); this may be assumed without loss of generality, as shown in Appendix A. We will use the notation
mN :“ Er|Wij |4s “ κN ` 2σ4N ` τ2N . In assumptions (H2) and (H3), we ask the entries to be identically
distributed. This assumption does not seem to be necessary for our main result to hold, but leads to
a simplification of our truncation-centering-homogeneization argument (see Appendix A). Therefore, for
the readibility of the paper, we will not pursue the task to relax this assumption. Our assumption τN P R
means that the real and imaginary parts of off-diagonal entries ofWN are uncorrelated (but with possibly
different variances).
We are interested in the empirical spectral measure µN of XN , defined by:
µN :“ 1
N
ÿ
λPsppXN q
δλ.
More precisely, we study the fluctuations of the linear spectral statistic
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq around its deter-
ministic equivalent
ş
R
ϕpxqρN pdxq, for functions ϕ : RÑ R with enough regularity.
The linear spectral statistic associated to the test function ϕz is the normalized trace of
RN pzq :“ pzIN ´XNq´1.
We will use Schur inversion formula, relating RN pzq to its one-dimensional Schur complements
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ,
where Rpkq is the resolvent of the pN ´ 1q ˆ pN ´ 1q obtained from XN by deleting the k-th row/column
and C
pkq
k is the pN ´ 1q-dimensional vector obtained from the k-th column of WN by deleting its k-th
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component. Martingales appearing in this paper will be with respect to the filtration pFk :“ σpWij , 1 ď
i ď j ď kqqkě1; Eďk denotes the conditional expectation on the sigma-field Fk and Ek the expectation
with respect to the k-th column tWik, 1 ď i ď Nu of WN .
3. Preliminary results
In this section, we gather properties which will be used several times in the sequel.
3.1. Linear algebra. We start this subsection by recalling well-known properties of Schur complement.
Proposition 1 (Schur complement). Let A PMnpCq and its submatrix B obtained by removing its k-th
diagonal entry Akk, what remains of its k-th column c and of its k-th row r. Then A is invertible if and
only if B is invertible and Akk ´ rB´1c ‰ 0, in which case the following formulas hold:
pA´1qkk “ 1
Akk ´ rB´1c ; TrpA
´1q ´ TrpB´1q “ 1` rB
´2c
Akk ´ rB´1c .
We will apply Proposition 1 to express diagonal entries and trace of the resolvent of the Hermitian
matrix XN . The resolvent of a nˆn matrix with complex entries A PMnpCq is the map z ÞÑ pzIn´Aq´1
defined on CzsppAq and satisfying `pzIn ´ Aq´1˘˚ “ pzIn ´ A˚q´1, z P CzsppAq. It follows that the
resolvent of a normal nˆn matrix takes its values in the set of normal nˆn matrices. In particular, the
resolvent R of a nˆ n Hermitian matrix M is defined on CzR and satisfies:
(2) }Rpzq} ď 1|Iz| , z P CzR.
The following Lemma is elementary but useful.
Lemma 1 (Resolvent identity). Let M1 and M2 be nˆ n Hermitian matrices and denote by R1 and R2
their respective resolvents. Then, for all z1, z2 P CzR,
R1pz1q ´R2pz2q “ R1pz1q
´
pz2 ´ z1qIn `M1 ´M2
¯
R2pz2q.
As a consequence, the resolvent R of a nˆ n Hermitian matrix M satisfies:
(3) IψpRpzqq “ ´IzψpRpzq˚Rpzqq, z P CzR,
where ψ : MnpCq Ñ C is any selfadjoint linear functional. Another immediate consequence of Lemma 1
is the following relation between the resolvents R and Rpabq of a n ˆ n Hermitian matrix M and of the
Hermitian matrix M pabq obtained from M by replacing its pa, bq and pb, aq entries by 0:
(4) Rpabqpzq ´Rpzq “ Rpabqpzqp1´ 1
2
δabqpMabEab `MabEbaqRpzq.
Lemma 2. Let 1 ď k ď n and A,B P MnpCq. Define C P MnpCq by Cij “
ř
măk AimBmj, for
1 ď i, j ď n. Then }C} ď }A}}B}. In particular,
|Cij | “
ˇˇ ÿ
măk
AimBmj
ˇˇ ď }A}}B}, 1 ď i, j ď n;
` nÿ
i“1
|Cij |2
˘1{2 “ ´ nÿ
i“1
ˇˇ ÿ
măk
AimBmj
ˇˇ2¯1{2 ď }A}}B}, 1 ď j ď n.
Proof. Remark that C “ APB, where P is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace generated by the
first k ´ 1 vectors of the canonical basis. As }P } ď 1, }C} “ }APB} ď }A}}P }}B} ď }A}}B}. 
Lemma 3. If ϕ : RÑ C is Lipschitz continuous, then, for nˆn Hermitian matrices M1,M2 and p ě 1,
|TrpϕpM1qq ´ TrpϕpM2qq|p ď }ϕ}pLipnp´1}M1 ´M2}pSp ,
where }A}Sp “
`ř
λPsppAq |λ|p
˘1{p
is the Schatten p-norm of the normal matrix A.
Proof. Denote by λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn the eigenvalues of M1 and µ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µn the eigenvalues of M2. Then,
|TrpϕpM1qq ´ TrpϕpM2qq| ď
nÿ
i“1
|ϕpλiq ´ ϕpµiq| ď }ϕ}Lip
nÿ
i“1
|λi ´ µi|.
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Using Hölder and Hoffman-Wielandt inequalities,
|TrpϕpM1qq ´ TrpϕpM2qq|p ď }ϕ}pLipnp´1
nÿ
i“1
|λi ´ µi|p ď }ϕ}pLipnp´1}M1 ´M2}pSp .

3.2. Martingales. The proof of our variance bounds and of our CLT rely on martingale theory.
Lemma 4. Let pMkqkPN be a square integrable complex martingale. Then
E
”ˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
pMk ´Mk´1q
ˇˇ2ı “ Nÿ
k“1
E
”ˇˇpMk ´Mk´1qˇˇ2ı.
Note that, if M0 is deterministic (this will be the case of our martingales in this paper), the left-hand
side of the equality stated in the preceding Lemma is VarMN . The following result may be deduced from
its version for real-valued martingales (Theorem 35.12 in [Bil95]).
Theorem 3. Suppose that, for all N ě 1, pM pNqk qkPN is a square integrable complex martingale and
define, for k ě 1, ∆pNqk :“M pNqk ´M pNqk´1. If
(5) @ε ą 0, Lpε,Nq :“
ÿ
kě1
Er|∆pNqk |21|∆pNq
k
|ěε
s ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0,
(6) VN :“
ÿ
kě1
Eďk´1r|∆pNqk |2s ÝÑ
NÑ`8
v ě 0,
and
(7) WN :“
ÿ
kě1
Eďk´1rp∆pNqk q2s ÝÑ
NÑ`8
w P C
(convergences in (6) and (7) have to be understood in probability), thenÿ
kě1
∆
pNq
k ñNÑ`8 NCp0, v, wq.
3.3. Analytic subordination for free additive convolution. Voiculescu noticed in [Voi93] that the
Stieltjes transform of the free additive convolution µ ‘ ν of two Borel probability measures µ, ν on R
is generically subordinated (in the sense of Littlewood) to the Stieltjes transform of ν: there exists an
analytic self-map of the upper half-plane ω : C` Ñ C` satisfying piyq´1ωpiyq ÝÑ 1 when y ÝÑ `8 such
that Gµ‘νpzq “ Gνpωpzqq, z P C`. In fact, the subordination relation holds at the level of operators:
if x, y are free selfadjoint noncommutative random variables in a tracial W˚-probability space, then
Eppz1 ´ x ´ yq´1q “ pωpzq1 ´ yq´1, z P C`, where E is the conditional expectation with respect to
the von Neumann subalgebra generated by y [Bia98]. Note that these subordination relations hold for
z P CzR if ω is analytically continued by Schwarz reflection principle.
When µ “ µv is a semicircular distribution, then ωpzq “ z ´ vGµ‘νpzq. The subordination map ω is
then a conformal map from C` onto a simply connected domain Ω Ă C`, its inverse being the restriction
to Ω of H : C` Ñ C defined by Hpzq “ z ` vGνpzq; moreover Ω “ H´1pC`q (see [Bia97] for these
results). We will, by a slight abuse, use the notation ω, Ω and H when v “ σ2 and ν “ ν8 and ωN , ΩN
and HN when v “ Nσ2N and ν “ νN . It follows from the continuity of free additive convolution that the
sequence of analytic maps pωN qNě1 converges uniformly on compact sets of C` to ω.
3.4. Definition and properties of Hs. For s ą 0, define the normed linear space Hs of all f P L2pRq
such that
}f}Hs :“
´ż
R
p1` 2|t|q2s|fˆptq|2dt
¯1{2
ă `8.
It is proved in [BEM17] (Lemma 13) that spantϕz : x ÞÑ pz ´ xq´1; z P CzRu is dense in pHs, }}Hsq,
for any s ą 0.
Proposition 2 (Sobolev embedding). For s ą 1
2
, there is a continuous injection j of pHs, } ¨ }Hsq into
pCb, } ¨ }8q, i.e. there exists a constant Cs ą 0 such that, for all ϕ P Hs,
}jpϕq}8 ď Cs}ϕ}Hs .
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Proof. This is a particular case of Sobolev embedding. We give a simple argument to prove this fact in
our situation. As s ą 1
2
, the Fourier transform induces a bounded linear map pHs, } ¨ }Hsq Ñ pL1pRq X
L2pRq, } ¨ }1q. Indeed, for ϕ P Hs, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
}ϕˆ}1 “
ż
R
p1` 2|t|qs|ϕˆptq|p1 ` 2|t|q´sdt ď }ϕ}Hs
´ ż
R
p1` 2|t|q´2sdt
¯1{2
.
Therefore, by Fourier inversion formula, one may define a bounded continuous version of ϕ by jpϕq : t ÞÑ
p2piq´1 ş
R
ϕˆp´ξqeitξdξ. Moreover, this defines a bounded linear map j : pHs, } ¨ }Hsq Ñ pCbpRq, } ¨ }8q:
}jpϕq}8 ď p2piq´1}ϕˆ}1 ď Cs}ϕ}Hs .

Therefore, given a continuous linear functional T on pCbpRq, } ¨ }8q, one may properly define the
continuous linear functional (still denoted by) T on pHs, } ¨ }Hsq by T pϕq “ T pjpϕqq. This is how the
linear spectral statistic
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq is defined on Hs.
Another remarkable and well-known property of Hs is that, for s ď k, Ckc pRq Ă Hs, due to the link
between regularity of a function and decreasing at infinity of its Fourier transform. Therefore, item (1)
of Theorem 2 is true in particular for functions in C2c pRq and item (2) for functions in C7c pRq.
4. Concentration bounds
In this Section, one derives concentration bounds that hold, unless explicitly stated, without assuming
the entries of WN to be bounded.
4.1. Quadratic forms. Applying Proposition 1 to zIN ´ XN leads to expressions involving random
quadratic forms C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqCpkqk . It is easy to compute the expectation of such quadratic forms. (Recall
that Ek denotes the expectation with respect to tWik, 1 ď i ď Nu.)
E
”
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqCpkqk
ı
“ E
”
EkrCpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk s
ı
“ σ2NErTrpRpkqpzqqs.
Their variance may be deduced from the following Lemma:
Lemma 5. For pN´1qˆpN´1q random matrices A,B independent of tWik, 1 ď i ď Nu (for convenience,
rows and columns of A,B are indexed by t1, . . . , Nuztku), and h P t1, . . . , Nu,
Ek
”
Eďh
“
C
pkq˚
k AC
pkq
k ´ σ2N TrpAq
‰
Eďh
“
C
pkq˚
k BC
pkq
k ´ σ2N TrpBq
‰ı
“ σ4N
ÿ
i,j‰kďh
EďhrAijsEďhrBjis ` τ2N
ÿ
i,j‰kďh
EďhrAijsEďhrBijs ` κN
ÿ
i‰kďh
EďhrAiisEďhrBiis.
In particular, with A “ Rpkqpzqq˚, B “ Rpkqpzqq, q P t1, 2u, h “ N ,
Ek
”ˇˇ
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq
ˇˇ2ı
“ σ4N TrpRpkqpzqq˚Rpkqpzqqq ` τ2N TrpRpkqpzqqRpkqpzqqq ` κN
ÿ
i‰k
|Rpkqpzqqii|2
ď mN TrpRpkqpzqq˚Rpkqpzqqq.
Proof of Lemma 5. Since
EďhrCpkq˚k ACpkqk ´ σ2N TrpAqs “ Eďh
” ÿ
i‰j‰k
WkiWkjAij `
ÿ
i‰k
p|Wki|2 ´ σ2N qAii
ı
“
ÿ
i‰j‰kďh
WkiWkjEďhrAij s `
ÿ
i‰kďh
p|Wki|2 ´ σ2N qEďhrAiis
and
EďhrCpkq˚k BCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpBqs “ Eďh
” ÿ
i1‰j1‰k
Wki1Wkj1Bi1j1 `
ÿ
i1‰k
p|Wki1 |2 ´ σ2N qBi1i1
ı
“
ÿ
i1‰j1‰kďh
Wki1Wkj1EďhrBi1j1 s `
ÿ
i1‰kďh
p|Wki1 |2 ´ σ2N qEďhrBi1i1s,
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it follows that
Ek
”
Eďh
“
C
pkq˚
k AC
pkq
k ´ σ2N TrpAq
‰
Eďh
“
C
pkq˚
k BC
pkq
k ´ σ2N TrpBq
‰ı
“
ÿ
i‰j‰kďh
Er|Wki|2sEr|Wkj |2sEďhrAij sEďhrBjis
`
ÿ
i‰j‰kďh
ErWki2sErW 2kjsEďhrAijsEďhrBijs
`
ÿ
i‰kďh
E
“p|Wki|2 ´ σ2N q2‰EďhrAiisEďhrBiis
“ σ4N
ÿ
i,j‰kďh
EďhrAijsEďhrBjis ` τ2N
ÿ
i,j‰kďh
EďhrAijsEďhrBijs ` κN
ÿ
i‰kďh
EďhrAiisEďhrBiis.

To obtain more general Lp concentration bounds for the quadratic forms, we will use Lemma 2.7 in
[BS98]:
Lemma 6. Let Y “ pY1, . . . , Ynq be a n-tuple of independent identically distributed standard complex
entries with finite 2p-th moment and A PMnpCq. Then, for all p ě 2,
E
“|Y ˚AY ´ TrpAq|p‰ ď Kp´`E“|Y1|4‰TrpAA˚q˘p{2 ` E“|Y1|2p‰TrppAA˚qp{2q¯.
By independence of the entries of XN , Lemma 6 may be applied to Y “ σ´1N Cpkqk , A “ σ2NRpkqpzqq,
q P t1, 2u and p ě 2. Under the additional assumption that the entries of WN are bounded by δN , one
gets, using (2):
E
“|Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq|p‰ ď Kp|Iz|´qp`pNmN qp{2 ` δ2p´4N NmN˘.
If p “ 2p1` εq, one has the following improved bound:
(8) E
“|Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq|2p1`εq‰ ď K2p1`εq|Iz|´2qp1`εq`pNmN q1`ε ` C4N´1´2ε˘.
4.2. Variance bounds. A key point is to obtain bounds on the variance of the trace TrpRN pzqq of the
resolvent RN pzq “ pzIN ´ XN q´1 of XN . Recall that Eďk denotes the conditional expectation on the
sigma-field σpWij , 1 ď i ď j ď kq. The random variable TrpRN pzqq being bounded, pEďkrTrpRN pzqqsqkPN
is a square integrable complex martingale, hence, by Lemma 4,
VarrTrpRN pzqqs “ E
”ˇˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrTrpRN pzqqs
ˇˇˇ2ı
“
Nÿ
k“1
E
”ˇˇˇ
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrTrpRN pzqqs
ˇˇˇ2ı
.
By Proposition 1,
(9) TrpRN pzqq ´ TrpRpkqpzqq “ 1` C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
.
Hence, applying Lemma 7 below,
(10) |TrpRN pzqq ´ TrpRpkqpzqq| ď 1|Iz| .
Lemma 7. ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1|Iz| .
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Proof. Using (3) with ψpAq “ Cpkq˚k ACpkqk , the proof goes as follows:ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď |1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk |ˇˇ
Ipz ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk q
ˇˇ
ď 1` |C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk |ˇˇ
Iz ´ ICpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
ˇˇ
ď 1` C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq˚RpkqpzqCpkqkˇˇ
Iz ` IzCpkq˚k Rpkqpzq˚RpkqpzqCpkqk
ˇˇ
ď 1|Iz| .

Since Rpkqpzq does not involve the k-th row/column of WN , pEďk´Eďk´1qrTrpRpkqpzqqs “ 0 and then,
VarrTrpRN pzqqs “
Nÿ
k“1
E
”ˇˇpEďk ´ Eďk´1qrTrpRN pzqq ´ TrpRpkqpzqqsˇˇ2ı.
Plugging then (10) in the right-hand side gives a first bound on the variance:
(11) VarrTrpRN pzqqs ď 4N|Iz|2 .
The same bound holds for VarrTrpRpkqpzqqs. The rest of this subsection is devoted to the following more
elaborate bound:
Proposition 3. For z P CzR and 0 ď δ ă 1,
VarrTrpRN pzqqs ď 2
ˆ
s2N
|Iz|3´δ ` 2
mN pNσ2N qδ
σ2N |Iz|3`δ
˙ Nÿ
k“1
Er|RN pzqkk|1`δs.
In particular, for δ “ 0, the bound (also valid for VarrTrpRpkqpzqqs) becomes
VarrTrpRN pzqqs ď 2|Iz|´4Nps2N ` 2σ´2N mN q “ Op1q.
Proof of Proposition 3. In (9), decompose
1
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
“ 1
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
` Wkk ` C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
pz ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk qpz ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq
and
1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk “ 1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q `
´
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
¯
to get :
(12) TrpRN pzqq “ TrpRpkqpzqq ` 1` σ
2
N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
`Ψk,
where
Ψk “
`
1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
.
Note that now the first two terms of the right-hand side of (12) are not involving the k-th row/column
of WN , hence
(13) pEďk ´ Eďk´1q
”
TrpRpkqpzqq ` 1` σ
2
N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ı
“ 0.
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Using Jensen inequality (with respect to Eďk) after writing Eďk´1 “ EďkEk,
Er|pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrTrpRN pzqqs|2s ď Er|Ψk ´ EkrΨks|2s “ ErEkr|Ψk ´ EkrΨks|2ss ď ErEkr|Ψk|2ss.
We will need the following bound:ˇˇˇ
1
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1ˇˇ
Ipz ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq
ˇˇ
ď 1ˇˇ
Iz ´ σ2NI TrpRpkqpzqqq
ˇˇ
ď 1|Iz|`1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq˚Rpkqpzqq˘
ď min
´ 1
|Iz| ,
1
σ2N |Iz|TrpRpkqpzq˚Rpkqpzqq
¯
,
where we have used (3) with n “ N ´ 1 and ψ “ Tr. Deduce from Lemma 5 that
Ek
“ˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇ2‰ “ EkrW 2kks
` Ek
“|Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq|2‰
ď s2N `mN TrpRpkqpzq˚Rpkqpzqq;
Ek
”ˇˇ
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
ˇˇ2ı ď mN TrpRpkqpzq2˚Rpkqpzq2q
ď mN |Iz|´2TrpRpkqpzq˚Rpkqpzqq.
Hence, for arbitrary 0 ď δ ă 1,
Ek
”ˇˇˇWkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇˇ2ı
ď s
2
N `mN TrpRpkqpzq˚Rpkqpzqq
|z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq|1´δ
ˇˇ
Ekrz ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk s
ˇˇ1`δ
ď ` s2N|Iz|1´δ ` mN pN |Iz|
´2qδ
pσ2N |Iz|q1´δ
˘
Ekr|RN pzqkk|1`δs,
by Jensen inequality applied to function x ÞÑ |x|´1´δ. Similarly,
Ek
”ˇˇˇCpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇˇ2ı
ď mN |Iz|
´2pN |Iz|´2qδ
pσ2N |Iz|q1´δ
Ekr|RN pzqkk|1`δs.
It follows that
Ekr|Ψk|2s ď 2
ˆ
s2N
|Iz|3´δ ` 2
mN pNσ2N qδ
σ2N |Iz|3`δ
˙
Ekr|RN pzqkk|1`δs,
and we are done. 
4.3. Concentration of diagonal entries of the resolvent. For z P CzR,
RN pzqkk “ R˜pzqkk ` R˜pzqkkRN pzqkkpWkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqsq,
where
R˜pzq :“ `pz ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqsqIN ´DN˘´1.
This equality is obtained by applying, with n “ 1, the following Lemma, which is easily proved by
induction from Proposition 1.
Lemma 8.
RN pzqkk “
řn
i“1 R˜pzqikk
´
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
¯i´1
`R˜pzqnkkRpzqkk
´
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
¯n
.
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Observe that
E
“ˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
ˇˇ2‰ “
ErW 2kks`E
“ˇˇ
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqCpkqk ´σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇ2‰`σ4N`VarrTrpRpkqpzqqs`ˇˇErTrpRpkqpzqq´TrpRN pzqqsˇˇ2˘.
By Lemma 5, (11) and (10),
(14) Er|Wkk`Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs|2s ď s2N`NmN |Iz|´2`p3N`1qσ4N |Iz|´2 “ OpN´1q,
and then,
Er|RN pzqkk ´ R˜pzqkk|2s ď |Iz|´4ps2N `NmN |Iz|´2 ` p3N ` 1qσ4N |Iz|´2q “ OpN´1q,
uniformly in k. Similarly, uniformly in 1 ď i ‰ k ď N ,
Er|Rpkqpzqii ´ ĄRpkqpzqii|2s “ OpN´1q,
where ĄRpkqpzq :“ ´`z ´ σ2NErTrRpkqpzqs˘IN´1 ´DpkqN ¯´1,
and D
pkq
N is the pN ´ 1q ˆ pN ´ 1q obtained from DN by deleting the k-th row/column (for convenience,
rows and columns of D
pkq
N are indexed by t1, . . . , Nuztku). Notice that, by (10),
|ĄRpkqpzqii ´ R˜pzqii| ď σ2N |Iz|´2Er|TrRpkqpzq ´ TrRN pzq|s ď σ2N |Iz|´3.
Finally,
(15) Er|Rpkqpzqii ´ R˜pzqii|2s “ OpN´1q,
uniformly in 1 ď i ‰ k ď N .
4.4. Approximate subordination relations. From the equation
ErGµN pzqs “ E
” 1
N
TrpRN pzqq
ı
“ 1
N
Nÿ
k“1
ErRN pzqkks
“ 1
N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pzqkk `OpN´1{2q “ GνN
`
z ´Nσ2NErGµN pzqs
˘`OpN´1{2q,
one deduces that the normal sequence pErGµN sqNě1 of analytic maps on CzR has for unique accumulation
point the Stieltjes transformGρ of the unique Borel probability measure ρ on R satisfying Pastur equation
(1). Hence pErGµN sqNě1 converges uniformly on compact sets of CzR to Gρ. Using the variance bound
(11), one deduces weak convergence (in probability) of µN towards ρ, or equivalently convergence (in
probability) of linear spectral statistics
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq towards
ş
R
ϕpxqρpdxq. This completes a proof of
Pastur’s Theorem.
The relations
ErGµN pzqs “ GνN
`
z ´Nσ2NErGµN pzqs
˘`OpN´1{2q, z P CzR,
ErRN pzqkks “ ppz ´Nσ2NErGµN pzqsqIN ´DN q´1kk `OpN´1{2q, z P CzR,
may be interpreted as approximate subordination relations for the sum of WN and DN at the level of
scalars and of operators, respectively. The formula
ω˜N pzq :“ z ´Nσ2NErGµN pzqs “ z ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs, z P CzR,
defines an approximate subordination function ω˜N : CzRÑ C inducing an analytic self-map of C` such
that piyq´1ω˜Npiyq ÝÑ 1 when y ÝÑ `8. It follows from Pastur’s Theorem that the sequence of analytic
maps pω˜N qNě1 converges uniformly on compact sets of CzR to ω.
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5. Analysis of bias
This Section is devoted to the analysis of the bias of the linear spectral statistic
ş
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq with
respect to its deterministic equivalent
ş
R
ϕpxqρN pdxq. More precisely, to prove that
bNpϕq :“ N
´
Er
ż
R
ϕpxqµN pdxqs ´
ż
R
ϕpxqρN pdxq
¯
converges to some limit bpϕq, we first establish this convergence for
ϕ P L1 :“ spantϕz : x ÞÑ pz ´ xq´1; z P CzRu
and then extend this convergence to more general test functions ϕ. To this last purpose, one will need a
bound on bNpϕq, that we deduce from a bound on βN pzq :“ bNpϕzq.
5.1. Bound on the bias of Stieltjes transform. In this subsection, we derive the following bound on
βNpzq, which will be true without any boundedness assumption on the entries of WN :
Proposition 4. There is a polynomial PN of degree 5 with bounded coefficients such that, for z P CzR,
|βN pzq| ď N´1PN p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2.
This will follow from a bound on
β˜N pzq :“ ErTrRN pzqs ´ Tr R˜pzq.
Lemma 9. There is a polynomial P˜N of degree 3 with bounded coefficients such that, for z P CzR,
|β˜N pzq| ď N´1P˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2.
Proof of Lemma 9. The strategy is to control for each k the difference between ErRN pzqkks and R˜pzqkk,
uniformly in k. First of all, RN pzqkk ´ R˜pzqkk is expanded thanks to Lemma 8 up to order n “ 2. For
z P CzR,
RN pzqkk ´ R˜pzqkk “ R˜pzq2kk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘
` R˜pzq2kkRpzqkk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘2
.
Then, using (10) and (14),
|ErRN pzqkks ´ R˜pzqkk| ď σ2N |R˜pzqkk|2Er|TrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqq|s
` |R˜pzqkk|2E
”ˇˇ
Rpzqkk
ˇˇˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
ˇˇ2ı
ď σ
2
N
|Iz| |R˜pzqkk|
2 `
´ s2N
|Iz| `
NmN ` p3N ` 1qσ4N
|Iz|3
¯
|R˜pzqkk|2.
Summing on k yields
|β˜N pzq| ď N´1
´Nσ2N `Ns2N
|Iz| `
N2mN `Np3N ` 1qσ4N
|Iz|3
¯ Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2.
The assumptions on σN , sN and mN conclude the proof. 
We are ready for the proof of Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 4. We borrow a trick from [HT05]. Define z1 “ HN pω˜N pzqq. Observe then that
z1 ´ z “ ´σ2N β˜N pzq.
On the one hand, if
σ2NN
´1P˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2 ě |Iz|
2
,
or equivalently
1 ď 2σ2NN´1|Iz|´1P˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2,
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then it is straightforward to get
|βN pzq| ď 2N |Iz|´1 ď N´14Nσ2N |Iz|´2P˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2.
On the other hand, if
σ2NN
´1P˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2 ď |Iz|
2
,
one has, using the bound we obtained on β˜Npzq:
|Iz1 ´ Iz| ď |z1 ´ z| “ σ2N |β˜N pzq| ď
|Iz|
2
,
therefore z1 P C`, or equivalently ω˜N pzq P ΩN , and consequently ωN pz1q “ ω˜N pzq. It follows that
βNpzq ´ β˜N pzq “ N
`
GνN pω˜N pzqq ´GνN pωNpzqq
˘
“ N`GνN pωN pz1qq ´GνN pωN pzqq˘
“ N`GρN pz1q ´GρN pzq˘
“ Npz ´ z1q
ż
R
ρN pdxq
pz1 ´ xqpz ´ xq
“ Nσ2N β˜N pzq
ż
R
ρN pdxq
pz1 ´ xqpz ´ xq .
Hence,
|βN pzq| ď p1 ` 2Nσ2N |Iz|´2q|β˜N pzq| ď N´1p1` 2Nσ2N |Iz|´2qP˜N p|Iz|´1q
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pzqkk|2,
which concludes the proof. 
5.2. Equivalent of the bias of the Stieltjes transform. The aim of this section is to show that βN pzq
converges and to compute its limit βpzq. Note that, in this subsection, the entries of WN are supposed
to be bounded by δN .
Proposition 5. For z P CzR,
βN pzq ÝÑ
NÑ`8
βpzq :“ G
2
ρpzq
2ω1pzq2
”
s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2 ω
1pzq ´ 1
τ ` pσ2 ´ τqω1pzq ´ κ
G1ρpzq
ω1pzq
ı
.
Remark that, in the non deformed case, ν8 “ δ0, ρ “ µσ2 and ωpzq “ z ´ σ2Gµσ2 pzq “ Gµσ2 pzq´1. In
this case, βpzq coincides with b0pϕzq in Theorem 1.
We deduce Proposition 5 from the following Lemma stating the convergence of β˜N pzq:
Lemma 10. For z P CzR,
β˜N pzq ÝÑ
NÑ`8
β˜pzq :“ G
2
ρpzq
2ω1pzq3
”
s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2 ω
1pzq ´ 1
τ ` pσ2 ´ τqω1pzq ´ κ
G1ρpzq
ω1pzq
ı
.
Proof. The conclusion is obtained by controlling for each k the difference between ErRN pzqkks and R˜pzqkk,
uniformly in k. This time, RN pzqkk´ R˜pzqkk is expanded using Lemma 8 up to order n “ 3: for z P CzR,
RN pzqkk ´ R˜pzqkk “ R˜pzq2kk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘
` R˜pzq3kk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘2
` R˜pzq3kkRpzqkk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘3
.
By (12), the expectation of the first parenthesis writes:
E
“
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
‰ “ σ2NErTrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqqs
“ ´σ2NE
“ 1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
`Ψk
‰
“ ´σ2N R˜pzqkk
`
1` σ2NErTrpRpkqpzq2qs
˘`OpN´3{2q,
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uniformly in k.
Applying Lemma 5, the expectation of the second parenthesis becomes:
E
“`
Wkk`Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘2‰
“ ErW 2kks ` E
“`
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2‰
` σ4N
`
E
“pTrpRpkqpzqq ´ ErTrpRpkqpzqqsq2‰` E“TrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqq‰2˘
“ s2N ` σ4NErTrpRpkqpzq2qs ` τ2NErTrptRpkqpzqRpkqpzqqs ` κN
ÿ
i‰k
ErRpkqpzq2iis
` σ4NE
“pTrpRpkqpzqq ´ ErTrpRpkqpzqqsq2‰` σ4NErTrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqqs2.
Note that the last two terms are OpN´2q, uniformly in k.
To bound the third parenthesis, we will make use of Lemma 6 and (10):
E
“ˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
ˇˇ3‰
ď 16`Er|Wkk|3s ` E“ˇˇCpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqˇˇ3‰
` σ6N
`
Er|TrpRpkqpzqq ´ ErTrpRpkqpzqqs|3s ` Er|TrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqq|s3
˘˘
ď 16δNs2N ` 16K3|Iz|´3ppNmN q3{2 ` δ2NNmN q
` 32Nσ6N |Iz|´1VarrTrpRpkqpzqqs ` 16σ6N |Iz|´3 “ opN´1q,
uniformly in k. Hence, using the bound from Proposition 3,
(16)
ErRN pzqkks ´ R˜pzqkk ´ R˜pzq3kk
´
s2N ´ σ2N ` τ2NErTrptRpkqpzqRpkqpzqqs ` κN
ÿ
i‰k
E
“
Rpkqpzq2ii
‰¯ “ opN´1q,
uniformly in k.
We will now deal with the term ErTrptRpkqpzqRpkqpzqqs:
Lemma 11. For z P CzR, for large enough N ,
ErTrptRpkqpzqRpkqpzqqs “
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
1´ τN
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
`OpNδN q,
uniformly in k.
We first check that the right-hand side is well-defined:
Lemma 12. For any compact subset K of CzR,
lim sup
NÑ`8
sup
z1,z2PK
sup
|wi,N |ďσ2N
Nÿ
i“1
|wi,N ||R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii| ă 1.
Proof. Note that (we follow the proof of Corollary 3.29 in [JL17])
Nÿ
i“1
|wi,N ||R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii| ď Nσ
2
N
2N
Nÿ
i“1
´
|R˜pz1qii|2 ` |R˜pz2qii|2
¯
ď Nσ
2
N
2
´ż
R
dνN pxq
|ω˜N pz1q ´ x|2 `
ż
R
dνN pxq
|ω˜N pz2q ´ x|2
¯
.
Since
sup
zPK
Nσ2N
ż
R
dνN pxq
|ω˜N pzq ´ x|2 “ supzPKNσ
2
N
´IGνN pω˜N pzqq
Iω˜N pzq
“ sup
zPK
´Nσ2NIErGµN pzqs
Iz ´Nσ2NIErGµN pzqs
`OpN´1{2q,
Thus, by Pastur’s Theorem,
lim sup
NÑ`8
sup
z1,z2PK
sup
|wi,N |ďσ2N
Nÿ
i“1
|wi,N ||R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii| ď sup
zPK
´σ2IErGρpzqs
Iz ´ σ2IErGρpzqs ă 1.

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Proof of Lemma 11. Using the fact that Rpkqpzq is the inverse of zIN´1 ´M pkq yields the following:
pz ´DiiqE
“pRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqii‰ “ E“Rpkqpzqii‰` ÿ
j‰k
E
“
WijpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqji
‰
.
Decompose Rpkqpzq (apply (4) twice) in order to remove the dependence with Wij :
Rpkqpzq “ Rpkijqpzq `Rpkijqpzqp1´ 1
2
δijqpWijEij `WijEjiqRpkijqpzq
` `Rpkijqpzqp1´ 1
2
δijqpWijEij `WijEjiq
˘2
Rpkqpzq,(17)
so that, for each j ‰ k, E“WijpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqji‰ is the sum of nine terms. The only contributing terms
are
E
“
Wij
`
Rpkijqpzqt`Rpkijqpzqp1´ 1
2
δijqpWijEij `WijEjiqRpkijqpzq
˘˘
ji
‰
and
E
”
Wij
´
Rpkijqpzqp1´ 1
2
δijqpWijEij `WijEjiqRpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzq
¯
ji
ı
.
Indeed, by independence of Wij and R
pkijqpzq, the term E“WijpRpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzqqji‰ vanishes. The six
other terms may be bounded by C|Iz|´l´1Er|Wij |ls, for l P t3, 4, 5u and C ą 0 a numerical constant
which does not depend on k, and are therefore OpδNN´1q, uniformly in i, j, k. When i ‰ j, the first
contributing term is equal to
E
“
Wij
`
RpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzqpWijEji `WijEijqtRpkijqpzq
˘
ji
‰
“ τNE
“`
RpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzq˘
jj
Rpkijqpzqii
‰` σ2NE“`RpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzq˘jiRpkijqpzqij‰.(18)
Similarly, the second one is
(19) τNE
“
Rpkijqpzqji
`
RpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzq˘
ji
‰` σ2NE“Rpkijqpzqjj`RpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzq˘ii‰.
When i “ j, the first and second contributing terms become
s2NE
“`
RpkiiqpzqtRpkiiqpzq˘
ii
Rpkiiqpzqii
‰
.
Note that, by (4),
(20) }Rpkilqpzq ´Rpkqpzq} “ }Rpkilqpzqp1´ 1
2
δilqpWilEil `WilEliqRpkqpzq} ď 2δN |Iz|´2.
Therefore, for any p and q, ˇˇ
Rpkijqpzqpq ´Rpkqpzqpq
ˇˇ ď 2δN |Iz|´2,
and ˇˇpRpkijqpzqtRpkijqpzqqpq ´ pRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqpq ˇˇ ď 4δN |Iz|´3.
As a consequence, uniformly in i, k,ÿ
j‰k
E
“
WijpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqji
‰
“ τNErTr
`
RpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘Rpkqpzqiis ` σ2NE“`RpkqpzqRpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘ii‰
` τNE
“`t
RpkqpzqRpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘
ii
‰` σ2NErTrpRpkqpzqqpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqiis `OpδN q.
Hence, uniformly in i, k,
pz ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs ´DiiqErpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqii
‰
“ ErRpkqpzqiis ` τNE
“
Tr
`
RpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘Rpkqpzqii‰` σ2NE“`RpkqpzqRpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘ii‰
` τNE
“`t
RpkqpzqRpkqpzqtRpkqpzq˘
ii
‰`OpδN q.
Note that the last two terms are OpN´1q, uniformly in i, k. Moreover, it is known from (15) that Rpkqpzqii
may be replaced by R˜pzqii at cost no more than OpN´1{2q. Therefore it follows
ErpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqiis ´ τN R˜pzq2iiErTrpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqs “ R˜pzq2ii `OpδN q,
uniformly in i, k. Then, uniformly in k,`
1´ τN
ÿ
i‰k
R˜pzq2ii
˘
ErTrpRpkqpzqtRpkqpzqqs “
ÿ
i‰k
R˜pzq2ii `OpNδN q.
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By Lemma 12, for N large enough, one may invert 1 ´ τN
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii which is bounded away from 0,
uniformly in k, which concludes the proof. 
Now going back to the formula (16), we need to control the term
ř
i‰k ErRpkqpzq2iis. We use again the
fact (see (15)) that Rpkqpzqii may be replaced by R˜pzqii at cost no more than OpN´1{2q, uniformly in k.
Therefore, uniformly in k, ÿ
i‰k
ErRpkqpzq2iis “
ÿ
i‰k
R˜pzq2ii `OpN1{2q.
The bias can now be computed entirely, from (16).
ErRN pzqkks “ R˜pzqkk ` R˜pzq3kk
´
s2N ´ σ2N ` τ2N
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
1´ τN
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
` κN
ÿ
i‰k
R˜pzq2ii
¯
` opN´1q,
where the opN´1q term is uniform in k. Then
β˜N pzq “
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pzq3kk
”
s2N ´ σ2N ` τ2N
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
1´ τN
ř
i‰k R˜pzq2ii
` κN
ÿ
i‰k
R˜pzq2ii
ı
` op1q
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
ż
R
dν8pxq
pωpzq ´ xq3
”
s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2
ş
R
dν8pxq
pωpzq´xq2
1´ τ ş
R
dν8pxq
pωpzq´xq2
` κ
ż
R
dν8pxq
pωpzq ´ xq2
ı
“ G
2
ρpzq
2ω1pzq3
”
s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2 ω
1pzq ´ 1
τ ` pσ2 ´ τqω1pzq ´ κ
G1ρpzq
ω1pzq
ı
.

Proof of Proposition 5. The difference between βN pzq and β˜N pzq is
βN pzq ´ β˜N pzq “ N
`
GνN pω˜N pzqq ´GνN pωN pzqq
˘
“ N`ωN pzq ´ ω˜N pzq˘ ż
R
dνN pxq
pω˜N pzq ´ xqpωN pzq ´ xq
“ Nσ2NβN pzq
ż
R
dνN pxq
pω˜N pzq ´ xqpωN pzq ´ xq .
Hence,
βN pzq “
`
1´Nσ2N
ż
R
dνN pxq
pω˜N pzq ´ xqpωN pzq ´ xq
˘´1
β˜N pzq
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
`
1´ σ2
ż
R
dν8pxq
pωpzq ´ xq2
˘´1
β˜pzq “ β˜pzq
H 1pωpzqq “ ω
1pzqβ˜pzq.
The limiting bias is therefore:
βpzq “ G
2
ρpzq
2ω1pzq2
”
s2 ´ σ2 ` τ2 ω
1pzq ´ 1
τ ` pσ2 ´ τqω1pzq ´ κ
G1ρpzq
ω1pzq
ı
.

5.3. Bias of linear spectral statistics of deformed generalized Wigner matrices. The preceding
subsection proves that bN pϕzq “ βN pzq converges to bpϕzq :“ βpzq. The purpose of this subsection is to
extend this convergence result to ϕ in a larger class of functions.
We extend the convergence of bN pϕq to ϕ P Hs for some s ą 0 by a strategy similar to Shcherbina’s
one for the fluctuations.
Lemma 13. Let pL, } }q be a normed vector space and pbN qNě1 be a sequence of linear forms on L.
Assume that:
‚ there exists C ą 0 such that for any ϕ P L and large enough N ě 1, one has
|bN pϕq| ď C}ϕ},
‚ there exists a dense linear subspace L1 Ă L and a linear form b : L1 Ñ R such that bN pϕq ÝÑ
NÑ`8
bpϕq, for all ϕ P L1.
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Then b admits a unique continuous (linear) extension to L and
bN pϕq ÝÑ
NÑ`8
bpϕq
holds for all ϕ P L.
Proof. For ϕ P L1, by letting N tend to `8 in |bN pϕq| ď C}ϕ}, one obtains that |bpϕq| ď C}ϕ}: b is a
continuous linear form on L1. Since L1 is dense in L, b can be uniquely extended into a continuous linear
form on L. Note that |bpϕq| ď C}ϕ} is true for all ϕ P L. Let ϕ P L and ε ą 0. By density, there exists
ϕ1 P L1 such that }ϕ´ ϕ1} ď ε. By linearity, for large enough N ě 1,
|bN pϕq ´ bpϕq| ď 2Cε` |bN pϕ1q ´ bpϕ1q|.
But bN pϕ1q ÝÑ
NÑ`8
bpϕ1q and therefore bN pϕq ÝÑ
NÑ`8
bpϕq. 
Here
L1 “ spantϕz : x ÞÑ pz ´ xq´1; z P CzRu.
Recall from Section 3.4 that it is dense in the normed vector space L “ Hs, s ą 0. From the preceding
subsection, we know that bNpϕq converges to bpϕq for all ϕ P L1. As discussed in Section 3.4, bN
induces a continuous linear functional on Hs when s ą 12 . It remains to control |bN pϕq| in terms of}ϕ}Hs , uniformly in N . Similarly to what Shcherbina proved for the variance [Shc11], we follow closely
Johansson’s computations [Joh98] to prove the following bound.
Proposition 6. Suppose s ą 1
2
. Then, for all ϕ P Hs,
|bN pϕq| ď }ϕ}Hs
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
ˆż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dxdy
˙1{2
.
This proposition provides a bound on |bNpϕq| for ϕ P Hs of the expected form C}ϕ}Hs , where C can
be written as an integral of βN px` iyq.
Proof. Set µ1N :“ NpErµN s ´ ρNq. It is a signed measure, which writes as the difference of two finite
positive measures. For bounded measurable ϕ, bNpϕq “
ş
R
ϕdµ1N . The restriction DN of bN to the
Schwartz space S is a tempered distribution. Its Fourier transform DˆN is also a tempered distribution
defined by
xDˆN , fy “
ż
R
fptq
ż
R
e´itxdµ1N pxqdt, f P S,
and satisfying
(21) xDN , fy “ 1
2pi
xDˆN , fˆp´¨qy, f P S.
In what follows, set αN ptq “
ş
R
e´itxdµ1N pxq. Remark that αN : RÑ C is a bounded continuous function.
Then, for ϕ P S,
|bN pϕq| “ 1
2pi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
R
ϕˆp´tqαN ptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ 1
2pi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
R
p1 ` 2|t|qsϕˆp´tqp1 ` 2|t|q´sαN ptqdt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 1
2pi
ˆż
R
p1` 2|t|q2s|ϕˆptq|2dt
ż
R
p1` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt
˙1{2
ď 1
2pi
}ϕ}Hs
ˆż
R
p1` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt
˙1{2
.
As αN is bounded and s ą 12 ,
ş
R
p1 ` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt ă `8. We just observed that the norm of
the restriction of bN to S is bounded by
ş
R
p1 ` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt. As S is dense in Hs, the norm of
bN : Hs Ñ C is the same. Remark that
Γp2sqp1` 2|t|q´2s “
ż `8
0
e´p1`2|t|qyy2s´1dy.
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As a consequence, by Fubini-Tonelli theorem,ż
R
p1` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt “ 1
Γp2sq
ż
R
ż `8
0
e´p1`2|t|qyy2s´1dy|αN ptq|2dt
“ 1
Γp2sq
ż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
e´2|t|y|αN ptq|2dtdy
“ 2
Γp2sq
ż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż `8
0
e´2ty|αN ptq|2dtdy,
as αN p´tq “ α¯N ptq. Use now that βN p¨ ` iyq P L2 with Fourier transform{βN p¨ ` iyqptq “ ´2ipiαNptqe´ty1p0,`8qptq
(this will be proved at the end). Then, applying Parseval identity,ż
R
p1` 2|t|q´2s|αN ptq|2dt “ 1
Γp2sq2pi2
ż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
| {βN p¨ ` iyqptq|2dtdy
“ 1
Γp2sqpi
ż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dxdy.
Consequently, for all ϕ P Hs,
|bNpϕq| ď }ϕ}Hs
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
´ż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dxdy
¯1{2
.
It remains to prove that βN p¨ ` iyq P L2 with Fourier transform{βNp¨ ` iyqptq “ ´2ipiαNptqe´ty1p0,`8qptq.ż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dx “
ż
R
ˇˇˇ ż
R
dµ1N ptq
x` iy ´ t
ˇˇˇ2
dx
ď
ż
R
´ż
R
d|µ1N |ptq
|x` iy ´ t|
¯2
dx where |µ1N | “ NpErµN s ` ρN q
ď 4N2
ż
R
´ ż
R
1
|x` iy ´ t|
d|µ1N |ptq
2N
¯2
dx
ď 4N2
ż
R
ż
R
1
|x` iy ´ t|2
d|µ1N |ptq
2N
dx by Jensen inequality
ď 2N
ż
R
ż
R
dx
px´ tq2 ` y2 d|µ
1
N |ptq by Fubini-Tonelli theorem
ď 4N2
ż
R
dx
x2 ` y2 ă `8.
Therefore {βNp¨ ` iyq exists in L2. Set fpξq “ ´2ipie´yξαN pξq1p0,`8qpξq for ξ P R. As αN is bounded on
R, f P L1 X L2. We compute its Fourier transform. For x P R,
fˆpxq “ ´2ipi
ż
R
e´yξαN pξq1p0,`8qpξqe´ixξdξ
“ ´2ipi
ż `8
0
e´yξ
ż
R
e´itξdµ1N ptqe´ixξdξ
“ ´2ipi
ż
R
ż `8
0
e´py`ipt`xqqξdξdµ1N ptq
“ ´2ipi
ż
R
dµ1N ptq
y ` ipt` xq
“ 2pi
ż
R
dµ1N ptq
´x` iy ´ t
“ 2piβN p´x` iyq.
Hence βN p¨ ` iyq “ 12pi fˆp´¨q and finally {βN p¨ ` iyq “ f in L2, which concludes. 
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Notice that R˜kk is the Stieltjes transform of a probability measure µ˜k. Hence, for y ą 0 and p ě 1, by
Jensen inequality and Fubini theorem,ż
R
|R˜px` iyqkk|pdx “
ż
R
ˇˇˇ ż
R
dµ˜kptq
x` iy ´ t
ˇˇˇp
dx
ď
ż
R
ż
R
dµ˜kptq
|x` iy ´ t|p dx
ď
ż
R
ż
R
dx`px´ tq2 ` y2˘p{2 dµ˜kptq
ď y1´p
ż
R
ż
R
du
p1` u2qp{2 dµ˜kptq
ď y1´p
ż
R
du
p1` u2qp{2 .
It follows, by Proposition 4 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, thatż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dx ď N´2|PN py´1q|2
ż
R
´ Nÿ
k“1
|R˜px` iyqkk|2
¯2
dx
ď N´1|PN py´1q|2
Nÿ
k“1
ż
R
|R˜px` iyqkk|4dx
ď y´3|PN py´1q|2
ż
R
du
p1` u2q2 .
Then,
|bN pϕq| ď }ϕ}Hs
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
ˆż `8
0
e´yy2s´1
ż
R
|βN px` iyq|2dxdy
˙1{2
ď }ϕ}Hs
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
ˆż `8
0
e´yy2s´4|PN py´1q|2
ż
R
du
p1 ` u2q2 dy
˙1{2
ď
´ż
R
du
p1` u2q2
¯1{2 }ϕ}Hs
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
´ ż `8
0
e´yy2s´4|PN py´1q|2dy
¯1{2
ď C}ϕ}Hs ,
where
C :“ sup
Ně1
1
2pi3{2Γp2sq1{2
´ ż
R
du
p1` u2q2
¯1{2´ż `8
0
e´yy2s´4|PN py´1q|2dy
¯1{2
ă `8
as soon as s ą 13{2 (recall that PN is of degree 5 with bounded coefficients). Therefore, for s ą 13{2, b
may be extended to Hs and bN pϕq converges to bpϕq for every ϕ P Hs.
6. Fluctuations of the Stieltjes transform of the spectral measure of deformed
Wigner matrices
Let
NN pϕq :“
ÿ
λPsppXN q
ϕpλq “ N
ż
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq.
We have seen previously in Section 4.2 that pVarNN pϕqqNě1 is bounded for ϕ P L1 “ spantϕz : x ÞÑ pz´
xq´1; z P CzRu. In this section, we will give a proof of the convergence in finite-dimensional distributions
of the complex process pNN pϕq ´ ErNN pϕqs, ϕ P L1q to a centred complex Gaussian process, based on
Theorem 3.
6.1. Reduction of the problem. One has to prove that, for a fixed ϕ P L1, NN pϕq ´ ErNN pϕqs
converges in distribution to a complex Gaussian variable Z „ NCp0, V rϕs,W rϕsq. Notice that
NN pϕq ´ ErNN pϕqs “
Nÿ
k“1
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrNN pϕqs.
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The random variable NN pϕq being bounded, pEďkrNN pϕqsqkě1 is a square integrable complex mar-
tingale, hence pEďkrNN pϕqs ´ Eďk´1rNN pϕqsqkě1 is a martingale difference. Our strategy is to ap-
ply the central limit theorem for sums of martingale differences. More precisely, we will decompose
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrNN pϕqs in two parts and apply Theorem 3 to the first part.
Proposition 7. For 1 ď k ď N ,
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrNN pϕqs “ ∆pNqk ` εpNqk ,
where ∆
pNq
k is a linear combination of Eďkr´ BBzφ
pNq
k pzqs, z P CzR, with
φ
pNq
k pzq :“
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
, z P CzR,
and
řN
k“1 ε
pNq
k ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
Proof. For z P CzR, decomposing further the first term of Ψk in (12) yields:`
1` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
“
`
1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2 ` εpNqk,1 pzq ` εpNqk,2 pzq ` εpNqk,3 pzq,
where
ε
pNq
k,1 pzq :“
`
1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2`
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2 ,
ε
pNq
k,2 pzq :“
`
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2`
z ´Wkk ´Dkk ´ Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk
˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2 ,
ε
pNq
k,3 pzq :“
`
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2 .
It follows that
TrpRN pzqq “ TrpRpkqpzqq ` 1` σ
2
N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
`
`
1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2
` C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
` εpNqk,1 pzq ` εpNqk,2 pzq ` εpNqk,3 pzq.
Recall (from (13)) that
pEďk ´ Eďk´1q
”
TrpRpkqpzqq ` 1` σ
2
N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ı
“ 0.
By integrating first with respect to the k-th column of WN , one has that
Eďk´1
”`1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q˘`Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2 ı “ 0;
Eďk´1
”Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ı
“ 0.
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Observe now that`
1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘2
` C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
“ ´ BBz
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
“ ´ BBz φ
pNq
k pzq.
Finally,
pEďk ´ Eďk´1qrNN pϕqs “ ∆pNqk ` εpNqk ,
where ∆
pNq
k and ε
pNq
k may be written as linear combinations respectively of Eďkr´ BBzφ
pNq
k pzqs, z P CzR,
and pEďk ´Eďk´1qrεpNqk,1 pzq` εpNqk,2 pzq` εpNqk,3 pzqs, z P CzR. It remains to prove that
řN
k“1 ε
pNq
k ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in
probability. This is the object of next lemma (assuming that the entries of WN are bounded by δN ). 
Lemma 14. ››› ÿ
kě1
ε
pNq
k
›››
L2
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 6 that:
E
“|εpNqk,1 pzq|2‰ ď |Iz|´6E“ˇˇWkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqˇˇ4‰
ď 23|Iz|´6`ErW 4kks ` Er|Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq|4s˘
ď 23|Iz|´6`δ2Ns2N `K4|Iz|´4`pNmN q2 ` δ4NNmN˘˘.
Therefore, Er|εpNqk,1 pzq|2s “ opN´1q, uniformly in k.
Since by Lemma 6
E
“ˇˇ
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
ˇˇ4‰ ď K4|Iz|´8`pNmN q2 ` δ4NNmN˘,
and
E
“ˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇ8‰
ď 27`E“|Wkk|8‰` E“ˇˇCpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqˇˇ8‰˘
ď 27`δ6Ns2N `K8|Iz|´8`pNmN q4 ` δ12N NmN˘˘,
one obtains by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that Er|εpNqk,2 pzq|2s “ opN´1q, uniformly in k.
Similarly,
E
“ˇˇ
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q
ˇˇ4‰ ď K4|Iz|´8`pNmN q2 ` δ4NNmN˘
and
E
“ˇˇ
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
ˇˇ4‰
ď 23`E“|Wkk|4‰` E“ˇˇCpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqˇˇ4‰˘
ď 23
´
δ2Ns
2
N `K4|Iz|´4
`pNmN q2 ` δ4NNmN˘¯
imply that Er|εpNqk,3 pzq|2s “ opN´1q, uniformly in k.
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By Lemma 4 and Jensen inequality,
E
“ˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
pEďk ´ Eďk´1q
“
ε
pNq
k,1 pzq ` εpNqk,2 pzq ` εpNqk,3 pzq
‰ˇˇ2‰
“
Nÿ
k“1
E
“ˇˇpEďk ´ Eďk´1q“εpNqk,1 pzq ` εpNqk,2 pzq ` εpNqk,3 pzq‰ˇˇ2‰
ď
Nÿ
k“1
6
3ÿ
j“1
`
E
“ˇˇpEďk´1“εpNqk,j pzq‰ˇˇ2‰` E“ˇˇpEďk“εpNqk,j pzq‰ˇˇ2‰˘
ď 12
Nÿ
k“1
E
“ˇˇ
ε
pNq
k,1 pzq
ˇˇ2 ` ˇˇεpNqk,2 pzqˇˇ2 ` ˇˇεpNqk,3 pzqˇˇ2‰ “ op1q.
Finally, by triangle inequality, ››› ÿ
kě1
ε
pNq
k
›››
L2
“ op1q.

As announced at the beginning of the Section, the strategy is now to apply Theorem 3 to ∆
pNq
k .
6.2. Verification of Lyapounov condition. To check condition (5), one first uses Markov inequality
to get, for p “ 2p1` εq ą 2:
Lpε,Nq ď ε2´p
Nÿ
k“1
}∆pNqk }pLp .
It is therefore sufficient to prove that
(22) }∆pNqk }Lp “ OpN´
1
2 q,
uniformly in k. By triangle inequality, it is sufficient to have
sup
1ďkďN
›››Eďk“´ BBzφpNqk pzq‰
›››
Lp
“ OpN´ 12 q,
uniformly in k. By Jensen and triangular inequalities and Lemma 7, for 1 ď k ď N ,›››Eďk“´ BBz φpNqk pzq‰
›››
Lp
ď
›››› p1` σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2qqpWkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqqpz ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq2
››››
Lp
`
››››Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2qz ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
››››
Lp
ď |Iz|´2`}Wkk}Lp ` }Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq}Lp˘
` |Iz|´1››Cpkq˚k Rpkqpzq2Cpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzq2q››Lp .
One deduces (22) because of the assumption }Wkk}Lp ď C1{3p1`εq3 N´1{2 and of the improved bound (8)
(recall that p “ 2p1` εq):
››Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq››Lp ď K1{pp |Iz|´q´pNmN qp{2 ` C4N´1´2ε¯1{p.
6.3. Convergence of the hook process. By bilinearity, the verification of conditions (6) and (7) is
equivalent to the convergence in probability of the hook process:
ΓN pz1, z2q :“
Nÿ
k“1
Eďk´1
”
Eďk
“ B
Bzφ
pNq
k pz1q
‰
Eďk
“ B
Bz φ
pNq
k pz2q
‰ı
, z1, z2 P CzR.
Proposition 8. For all z1, z2 P CzR
ΓNpz1, z2q ÝÑ
NÑ`8
Γpz1, z2q
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in probability, where
Γpz1, z2q :“ B
2
Bz1Bz2
„
ps2 ´ σ2 ´ τq
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq `
κ
2
´ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯2
´ log
´
1´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
´ log
´
1´ τ
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
.
Remark that, in the non deformed case, ν8 “ δ0, ρ “ µσ2 and ωpzq “ z ´ σ2Gµσ2 pzq “ Gµσ2 pzq´1. In
this case, Γpz1, z2q coincides with C0pϕz1 , ϕz2q in Theorem 1.
In what follows, we focus on the convergence of
γN pz1, z2q :“
Nÿ
k“1
Eďk´1
”
Eďk
“
φ
pNq
k pz1q
‰
Eďk
“
φ
pNq
k pz2q
‰ı
.
This will be enough to establish the convergence of the hook process, as explained in Subsection 6.3.5.
Lemma 15.
Nÿ
k“1
"
Eďk´1rEďkrφpNqk pz1qsEďkrφpNqk pz2qss ´ R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
´
s2N
` Eďk´1rEďkrCpkq˚k Rpkqpz1qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz1qqsEďkrCpkq˚k Rpkqpz2qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz2qqss
¯*
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability.
Proof. Define
ε
pNq
k,4 pzq :“ φpNqk pzq ´ R˜pzqkk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘
“ σ
2
N pTrpRpkqpzqq ´ ErTrpRN pzqqs
˘`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqqq`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq
˘`
z ´Dkk ´ σ2NErTrpRN pzqqs
˘ .
Remark from (11) that it satisfies
E
“|EďkrεpNqk,4 pzqs|2‰
ď σ
4
N
|Iz|4
´
s2N `
N
|Iz|2 pσ
4
N ` τ2N ` κN q
¯
Er|TrpRpkqpzqq ´ ErTrpRN pzqqs|2
‰
ď σ
4
N
|Iz|4
`
s2N `
N
|Iz|2 pσ
4
N ` τ2N ` κN q
˘`
VarrTrpRpkqpzqqs ` ˇˇErTrpRpkqpzqq ´ TrpRN pzqqsˇˇ2˘
ď σ
4
N
|Iz|4
`
s2N `
N
|Iz|2 pσ
4
N ` τ2N ` κN q
˘` 4N
|Iz|2 `
1
|Iz|2
˘ “ OpN´2q,
uniformly in k (see the comment following Proposition 3). Furthermore, from Lemma 5,
Er|φpNqk pzq|2s ď |Iz|´2ps2N `NmN |Iz|´2q,
and
Er|R˜pzqkk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k RpkqpzqCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpzqq|2s ď |Iz|´2ps2N `NmN |Iz|´2q.
Remark now that
Nÿ
k“1
"
Eďk´1rEďkrφpNqk pz1qsEďkrφpNqk pz2qss ´ R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
´
s2N
` Eďk´1rEďkrCpkq˚k Rpkqpz1qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz1qqsEďkrCpkq˚k Rpkqpz2qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz2qqss
¯*
“
Nÿ
k“1
"
Eďk´1rEďkrεpNqk,4 pz1qsEďkrφpNqk pz2qss
` R˜pz1qkkEďk´1rEďk
“
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpz1qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz1qq
‰
EďkrεpNqk,4 pz2qs
‰*
.
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By triangle inequality, the L1 norm of this expression is bounded by
“
Nÿ
k“1
"
ErˇˇEďkrεpNqk,4 pz1qsφpNqk pz2qsˇˇ
` Er|R˜pz1qkk
`
Wkk ` Cpkq˚k Rpkqpz1qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz1qq
˘
EďkrεpNqk,4 pz2qs
ˇˇs*.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields that this L1 norm is OpN´1{2q. Therefore, this term goes to 0
in probability. 
Recall that, by Lemma 5:
s2N ` Eďk´1
”
Eďk
“
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpz1qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz1qq
‰
Eďk
“
C
pkq˚
k R
pkqpz2qCpkqk ´ σ2N TrpRpkqpz2qq
‰ı
“ s2N ` σ4N
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
` τ2N
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
` κN
ÿ
iăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis.
Therefore, what remains to study is the sum of four terms. They will be studied separately in the
following paragraphs. The first and the fourth terms are studied very easily, whereas the second and
third ones need quite long computations, making repeated use of linear algebra properties which were
collected in Section 3. These second and third terms are very similar.
6.3.1. Contribution of the first term. Notice that
1
N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk “
ż
R
νN pdxq
pωN pz1q ´ xqpωN pz2q ´ xq
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq .
Hence,
s2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk ÝÑ
NÑ`8
s2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq .
6.3.2. Contribution of the second term. The second term writes as follows.
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
To handle it, use first the definition of the resolvent Rpkqpz1q.
pz1 ´DiiqRpkqpz1qij “ δij `
ÿ
l‰k
WilR
pkqpz1qlj .
We want to remove the dependence between Wil and R
pkqpz1q, using (4). Plug now the following expres-
sion
pz1 ´DiiqRpkqpz1qij “ δij `
ÿ
l‰k
!
WilR
pkilqpz1qlj
` p1´ 1
2
δilq
´
W 2ilR
pkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qlj ` |Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qllRpkqpz1qij
¯)
,
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to get
pz1 ´DiiqEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“ δijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqEďk´1rW 2ilRpkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqEďk´1r|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qllRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
Remark that Rpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis appears in the last term of the right-hand side. Heuristically,
imagine that in this last term |Wil|2, l ‰ i, is close to its expectation σ2N and Rpkilqpz1qll « ErRN pz1qlls.
The whole term is therefore close to σ2NErTrpRN pz1qqsEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
To make this argument rigorous, subtract σ2NErTrpRN pz1qqsEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis to get:
pω˜N pz1q ´DiiqEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“ δijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis `
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqEďk´1rW 2ilRpkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
` Eďk´1r
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqp|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRN pz1qllsqRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
´ σ
2
N
2
ErRN pz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
´ σ2NErRN pz1qkksEďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
As R˜pz1qii “ pω˜N pz1q ´Diiq´1,
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“ δijR˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis ` R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiiEďk´1rW 2ilRpkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
` Eďk´1r
ÿ
l‰k
p1 ´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiip|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRN pz1qllsqRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
´ σ
2
N
2
R˜pz1qiiErRN pz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
´ σ2N R˜pz1qiiErRN pz1qkksEďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
It may be seen that the last four terms of the right-hand side will not asymptotically contribute. This is
the object of next Lemma whose proof is postponed to the end of the paragraph.
Lemma 16.ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis `
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis ` εpNqk,5 ,
with σ4N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkεpNqk,5 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
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It remains to analyze the first two terms of the right-hand side. Let us focus on the second one. Use
again (4) to remove the dependence between Wil and R
pkqpz2q.ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilqW 2ilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjiRpkqpz2qlis
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjlRpkqpz2qiis.
Heuristically, consider that |Wil|2, i ‰ l, is close to its expectation σ2N , Rpkqpz2qii « R˜pz2qii and replace
Rpkilq by Rpkq. Then the last term of the right-hand side becomes
σ2N
´ ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii
¯´ ÿ
l,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjls
¯
.
Subtract this quantity to both sides of equation in Lemma 16. This yields the following Lemma, whose
proof is postponed to the end of the paragraph.
Lemma 17.
p1´ σ2N
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qiiq
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis ` εpNqk,6 ,
with σ4N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkεpNqk,6 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
We are ready now to derive the contribution of this whole second term.
Proposition 9. The following convergence holds in probability:
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
´ log
´
1´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq .
Proof. Set
fj,k,N ptq :“ σ
2
N R˜pz1qjjR˜pz2qjj
1´ σ2N
ř
iăk R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii ´ tσ2N R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
.
From Lemma 12, for large enough N , fj,k,N is well-defined and bounded on r0; 1s, uniformly in j, k, by
Cσ2N . Moreover, Eďk´1rRpkqpzqiis´R˜pzqii ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in L2, uniformly in i, k (because of Jensen inequality).
Therefore, Lemma 17 yields the following:
σ2N
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis “
ÿ
iăk
fi,k,N p0q ` εpNqk,7 ,
with EN :“ σ2N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkεpNqk,7 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
As a consequence,
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
“
Nÿ
k“1
σ2N R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
σ2N
ř
iăk R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii
1´ σ2N
ř
iăk R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii
` EN
“
Nÿ
k“1
fk,k,N p0q ´ σ2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk ` EN .
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For t P r0; 1s,
|fk,k,N p0q ´ fk,k,N ptq| “ |tfk,k,N p0qfk,k,N ptq| ď C2σ4N .
Integrating with respect to t P r0; 1s and summing on k, one obtains:
ˇˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
fk,k,N p0q ` logp1´ σ2N
Nÿ
i“1
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qiiq
ˇˇˇ
ď C2Nσ4N .
Finally,
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
´ log
´
1´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq .

It remains to prove Lemma 16 and Lemma 17.
Proof of Lemma 16. Recall that
ε
pNq
k,5 “
ÿ
i,jăk
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiiEďk´1rW 2ilRpkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qljEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjiss
`
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1r
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qii
´
|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRN pz1qlls
¯
Rpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjiss
´ σ
2
N
2
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qiiErRN pz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjiss
´ σ2N
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qiiErRN pz1qkksEďk´1rRpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjiss.
It writes as a sum of four terms, which will be denoted by a
pNq
k , b
pNq
k , c
pNq
k and d
pNq
k .
From Lemma 2, note that, in all terms,ˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Rpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ˇˇ ď }Rpkqpz1q}}Eďk´1rRpkqpz2qs} ď 1|Iz1Iz2| .
Therefore,ˇˇˇ
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkdpNqk
ˇˇˇ
ď σ
6
N
|Iz1Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
|R˜pz1qkk||R˜pz2qkk|
ÿ
iăk
|R˜pz1qii||ErRN pz1qkks|
ď N
2σ6N
|Iz1|4|Iz2|2 .
As a consequence, ˇˇˇ
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkdpNqk
ˇˇˇ
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability.
Similarly, ˇˇˇ
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkcpNqk
ˇˇˇ
ď N
2σ6N
2|Iz1|4|Iz2|2 ÝÑNÑ`8 0
in probability.
In order to study the convergence in probability of the first term, we consider its L2 norm. Indeed,
remark that, by Minkowski inequality,
}σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkapNqk }L2 ď
σ4N
|Iz1Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
}apNqk }L2 .
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Then, again by Minkowski inequality (sum on i) and by Jensen inequality applied to Eďk´1,
}σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkapNqk }L2
ď σ
2
N
|Iz1Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
››› ÿ
l‰k
|p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiiW 2ilRpkilqpz1qli
ÿ
jăk
Rpkqpz1qljEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis|
›››
L2
.
Use now Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the l-sum to get the following.
}σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkapNqk }L2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|3|Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
E
” ÿ
l‰k
|Wil|4
ÿ
l‰k
ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Rpkqpz1qljEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ˇˇˇ2ı1{2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|4|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
E
” ÿ
l‰k
|Wil|4
ı1{2
,
from Lemma 2. Then,
}σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkapNqk }L2 ď
N2σ4N
|Iz1|4|Iz2|2
`
δ2Ns
2
N ` pN ´ 2qmN
˘1{2 “ OpN´1{2q.
As a consequence, σ4N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkapNqk ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
We turn now to the second term. Note that
ř
jăk R
pkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis does not involve l.
Therefore,
σ4N
ˇˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkbpNqk
ˇˇˇ
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRN pz1qlls˘ ÿ
jăk
Rpkqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ˇˇˇ
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRpz1qlls˘ˇˇˇ
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˆˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2 ´ σ2N ˘ErRpz1qllsˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2
`
Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls
˘ˇˇˇ˙
.
The L2 norm of the second part goes to zero as N goes to infinity. Indeed, by Minkowski inequality,
} σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2
`
Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls
˘ˇˇˇ}L2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ÿ
l‰k
}|Wil|2
ˇˇ
Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls
ˇˇ}L2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ÿ
l‰k
}|Wil|2}L2}Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls}L2 ,
by independence. Recall now that E
“ˇˇ
Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls
ˇˇ2‰ “ OpN´1q, uniformly in i, k, l. As a
consequence,
} σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1 ´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2
`
Rpkilqpz1qll ´ ErRpz1qlls
˘}L2 “ OpN´1{2q.
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It remains to deal with the first part. We consider its L2 norm.
} σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1 ´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2 ´ σ2N ˘ErRpz1qllsˇˇ}L2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
}
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2 ´ σ2N˘ErRpz1qlls}L2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
´ ÿ
l‰k
E
”`|Wil|2 ´ σ2N˘2|ErRpz1qlls|2ı¯1{2,
by independence. Then,
σ4N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2E
”ˇˇˇ Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰k
p1 ´ 1
2
δilq
`|Wil|2 ´ σ2N ˘ErRpz1qllsˇˇˇˇˇˇ2ı1{2
ď N
2σ4N
|Iz1|3|Iz2|2
`
δ2Ns
2
N ´ 2σ2Ns2N ` σ4N ` pN ´ 2qpmN ´ σ4N q
˘1{2 “ OpN´1{2q.
As a consequence, σ4N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkbpNqk ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability, and
ε
pNq
k,5 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability. 
Proof of Lemma 17. Remark that
ε
pNq
k,6 “ εpNqk,5 `
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilqW 2ilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjiRpkqpz2qlis
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
ˆ
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjlRpkqpz2qiis
´ σ2NEďk´1rRpkqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjlsR˜pz2qii
˙
:“ εpNqk,5 ` epNqk ` f pNqk ` gpNqk .
We focus on e
pNq
k . Its L
2 norm is bounded by:
1
|Iz1|
ÿ
iăk
}
ÿ
lăk
Wil
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis}L2.
Develop the square of the l-sum: the sum of squares is bounded by
σ2N
ÿ
lăk,l‰i
E
”ˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˇˇ2ı
` s2NE
”ˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkiiqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkiiqpz2qjis
ˇˇ2ı
.
Recall that }Rpkqpzq ´Rpkilqpzq} ď 2δN |Iz|´2. Replacing Rpkilq by Rpkq yields the following.ÿ
lăk
E
”ˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˇˇ2ı
ď 3
ÿ
lăk
E
”ˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Rpkqpz1qljEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis
ˇˇ2ı`OpNδN q “ OpNδN q,
uniformly in k, using Lemma 2. Then the sum of squares is OpδN q, uniformly in k.
It remains to control the sum of the cross terms ErWilWil1αilαil1 s, where
αil “
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis.
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Following Bai and Silverstein [BS10], we replace Rpkil
1q and Rpkilq by Rpkil
1ilq:
αil “
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilil1qpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilil1qpz2qjis
`
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1
“
Rpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkilil1qpz1qlj
‰
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
`
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilil
1qpz1qlj sEďk´1
“
Rpkilqpz2qji ´ Rpkilil
1qpz2qji
‰
:“ αill1 ` βill1 ` γill1 .
Note that, due to independence properties, the sum vanishes when αil is replaced by αill1 or when αil1
is replaced by αill1 . It remains to control the four error terms: ErWilWil1βill1βil1ls, ErWilWil1βill1γil1ls,
ErWilWil1γill1βil1ls and ErWilWil1γill1γil1ls. The resolvent identity yields (note that we can remove one
Eďk´1):
ErWilWil1βill1βil1ls
“ p1´ 1
2
δilqp1´ 1
2
δil1q
"
E
”
|Wil|2|Wil1 |2Rpkilil1qpz1qli
ÿ
jăk
Rpkilqpz1ql1jEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˆRpkil1ilqpz1ql1i
ÿ
j1ăk
Rpkil
1qpz1qlj1Eďk´1rRpkil1qpz2qj1is
ı
` E
”
W 2il|Wil1 |2Rpkilil
1qpz1qli
ÿ
jăk
Rpkilqpz1ql1jEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˆRpkil1ilqpz1ql1l
ÿ
j1ăk
Rpkil
1qpz1qij1Eďk´1rRpkil1qpz2qj1is
ı
` E
”
|Wil|2Wil1 2Rpkilil1qpz1qll1
ÿ
jăk
Rpkilqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˆRpkil1ilqpz1ql1i
ÿ
j1ăk
Rpkil
1qpz1qlj1Eďk´1rRpkil1qpz2qj1is
ı
` E
”
W 2ilWil1
2
Rpkilil
1qpz1qll1
ÿ
jăk
Rpkilqpz1qijEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˆRpkil1ilqpz1ql1l
ÿ
j1ăk
Rpkil
1qpz1qij1Eďk´1rRpkil1qpz2qj1is
ı*
.
The first term can be bounded as follows:ˇˇˇ ÿ
l‰l1
p1 ´ 1
2
δilqp1´ 1
2
δil1qE
”
|Wil|2|Wil1 |2Rpkilil
1qpz1qli
ÿ
jăk
Rpkilqpz1ql1jEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjis
ˆRpkil1ilqpz1ql1i
ÿ
j1ăk
Rpkil
1qpz1qlj1Eďk´1rRpkil1qpz2qj1is
ıˇˇˇ
ď 1|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
ÿ
l‰l1
Er|Wil|2|Wil1 |2|Rpkilil1qpz1qli||Rpkil1ilqpz1ql1i|s
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
ÿ
l‰l1
Er|Rpkilil1qpz1qli||Rpkil1ilqpz1ql1i|s by independence
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
ÿ
l‰l1
pEr|Rpkqpz1qli||Rpkqpz1ql1i|s `OpδN qq
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
`
E
“`ÿ
l
|Rpkqpz1qli|
˘2‰`OpδNN2q˘
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
`
NE
“ÿ
l
|Rpkqpz1qli|2
‰`OpδNN2q˘
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ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
` N
|Iz1|2 `OpδNN
2q˘ “ OpδN q,
uniformly in k. The three other terms can be treated similarly: they are of order OpδN q, uniformly in k.
Using again the resolvent identity and very similar computations, the sums over l and l1 of the other
three error terms ErWilWil1βill1γil1ls, ErWilWil1γill1βil1ls and ErWilWil1γill1γil1ls are proved to be of order
OpδN q, uniformly in k. As a consequence, }epNqk }L2 “ OpNδ1{2N q, uniformly in k and
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkepNqk ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability.
The L2 norm of σ4N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkf pNqk is bounded by
σ4N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
E
”ˇˇˇ ÿ
lăk
p1 ´ 1
2
δilqW 2il
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1
“
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sRpkilqpz2qjiRpkqpz2qli
‰ˇˇˇ2ı1{2
,
and then, using Jensen inequality (with respect to Eďk´1) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (with respect
to the l-sum), by
σ4N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
E
” ÿ
lăk
|Wil|4
ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sRpkilqpz2qji
ˇˇˇ2 ÿ
lăk
|Rpkqpz2qli|2
ı1{2
.
From Lemma 2, one gets:
N2σ4N
´
δ2Ns
2
N ` pN ´ 2qmN
¯1{2
|Iz1|´3|Iz2|´3 “ OpN´1{2q.
The last term is also negligible. This follows by replacing successively p1 ´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2, Rpkqpz2qii,
Rpkilqpz1qlj , Rpkilqpz2qjl by σ2N , R˜pz2qii, Rpkqpz1qlj , Rpkqpz2qjl. Indeed, this last term can be written as
follows:
σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkgpNqk
“ σ4N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,j,lăk
R˜pz1qii
ˆ
"`p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2 ´ σ2N
˘
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjlRpkqpz2qiis
` σ2NEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjlpRpkqpz2qii ´ R˜pz2qiiqs
` σ2NEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjlsR˜pz2qii
` σ2NEďk´1rRpkqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qjl ´Rpkqpz2qjlsR˜pz2qii
*
:“ hpNqk ` ppNqk ` qpNqk ` rpNqk .
By Minkowski inequality, the L2 norm of term h
pNq
k can be bounded as follows:
}hpNqk }2 ď
σ4N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
›››Eďk´1” ÿ
lăk
`p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2 ´ σ2N
˘ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsRpkilqpz2qjl
ı›››
2
ď σ
4
N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
iăk
E
”´ ÿ
lăk
|p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2 ´ σ2N |
ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsRpkilqpz2qjl
ˇˇˇ¯2ı1{2
ď N
2σ4N
|Iz1|3|Iz2|3
´1
4
δ2Ns
2
N ´ σ2Ns2N ` σ4N ` pN ´ 2qpmN ´ σ4N q
¯1{2
“ O`N´1{2˘.
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The term p
pNq
k can be bounded as follows (using Lemma 2):
|ppNqk | ď
σ6N
|Iz1|2|Iz2|
Nÿ
k“1
Eďk´1
” ÿ
i,lăk
ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sRpkilqpz2qjl
ˇˇˇ
|Rpkqpz2qii ´ R˜pz2qii|
ı
ď σ
6
N
|Iz1|3|Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
i,lăk
Eďk´1
”
|Rpkqpz2qii ´ R˜pz2qii|
ı
.
Since Er|Rpkqpz2qii ´ R˜pz2qii|s “ OpN´1{2q uniformly in i, k, the L1 norm of ppNqk satisfies:
}ppNqk }L1 “ Opσ6NN3N´1{2q “ OpN´1{2q,
uniformly in k.
Using Lemma 2 and (20),ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkqpz1qlj sRpkqpz2qjl
ˇˇˇ
ď }Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1q´Rpkqpz1qs}}Rpkqpz2q} ď 2δN|Iz1|2|Iz2| .
Hence, the term q
pNq
k is bounded by:
|qpNqk | ď
σ6N
|Iz1Iz2|2
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
i,lăk
Eďk´1
”ˇˇˇ ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkqpz1qljsRpkqpz2qjl
ˇˇˇı
ď 2δNσ
6
NN
3
|Iz1|4|Iz2|3 “ OpδN q,
uniformly in k. Similarly,
|rpNqk | ď
2δNσ
6
NN
3
|Iz1|3|Iz2|4 “ OpδN q,
uniformly in k. As δN ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0, we conclude that
ε
pNq
k,6 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability. 
6.3.3. Contribution of the third term. The third term
τ2N
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
is very similar to the second one
σ4N
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qjis.
Recall that τ2N and σ
4
N are of the same order. Therefore, the only difference lies in the entry of matrix
Rpkqpz2q appearing on the right. As a consequence, all computations which were performed on Rpkqpz1qij
are still valid here. Thus
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
“ δijR˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs `
ÿ
lăk
R˜pz1qiiWilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs
`
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiiEďk´1rW 2ilRpkilqpz1qliRpkqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs
` Eďk´1r
ÿ
l‰k
p1´ 1
2
δilqR˜pz1qiip|Wil|2Rpkilqpz1qll ´ σ2NErRpz1qllsqRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs
´ σ
2
N
2
R˜pz1qiiErRpz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs
´ σ2N R˜pz1qiiErRpz1qkksEďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs.
Similarly to what was done previously, the last four terms will not asymptotically contribute.
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Lemma 18.ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
“
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis `
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s ` ε˜pNqk,5 ,
with τ2N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk ε˜pNqk,5 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
The proof of this Lemma is exactly the same as the one of Lemma 16, by considering that Rpkqpz2qij “
tRpkqpz2qji. We use again the resolvent identity (Lemma 1) to remove the dependence between Wil and
Rpkqpz2q. Note however that, compared to what was done in Section 6.3.2, we reverse the roles played by
Rpkilqpz2q and Rpkqpz2q to get the following.ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
“
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qijs
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilqW 2ilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiiRpkilqpz2qljs
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qilRpkilqpz2qij s.
Heuristically, consider that W 2il is close to its expectation τN , R
pkqpz2qii « R˜pz2qii and replace Rpkilqpzq
by Rpkqpzq. Then the second term of the right-hand side becomes
τN
´ ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii
¯´ ÿ
l,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qljs
¯
.
Subtract this quantity to both sides of equation in Lemma 18. This yields the following Lemma, whose
proof is postponed to the end of the paragraph.
Lemma 19.
p1´ τN
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qiiq
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qij sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qijs
“
ÿ
iăk
R˜pz1qiiEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis ` ε˜pNqk,6 ,
with τ2N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk ε˜pNqk,6 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.
We are ready now to derive the contribution of the whole third term.
Proposition 10.
τ2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,jăk
Eďk´1rRpkqpz1qijsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qij s
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
´ log
´
1´ τ
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
´ τ
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq .
The proof is obtained from the proof of Proposition 9 by changing σ2N into τN and σ
2 into τ (recall
that τN and τ are supposed to be real numbers).
It remains to prove Lemma 19.
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Proof of Lemma 19. Remark that
ε˜
pNq
k,6 “ ε˜pNqk,5 `
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
WilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qij s
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
p1´ 1
2
δilq|Wil|2Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkqpz2qilRpkilqpz2qij s
`
ÿ
i,jăk
R˜pz1qii
ÿ
lăk
ˆ
p1 ´ 1
2
δilqW 2ilEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiiRpkilqpz2qlj s
´ τNEďk´1rRpkqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkqpz2qlj sR˜pz2qii
˙
:“ ε˜pNqk,5 ` e˜pNqk ` f˜ pNqk ` g˜pNqk .
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 17.
We focus on e˜
pNq
k . Its L
2 norm is bounded by:
1
|Iz1|
ÿ
iăk
}
ÿ
lăk
Wil
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qij s}L2.
Similarly to what was done for e
pNq
k in lemma 17, we develop the square of the l-sum. The sum of squares
is bounded by OpNδN q. In order to control the sum of the cross terms ErWilWil1 α˜ilα˜il1 s, where
α˜il “
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qij s,
we replace Rpkil
1q and Rpkilq by Rpkil
1ilq:
α˜il “
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilil1qpz1qljsEďk´1rRpkilil1qpz2qij s
`
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1
“
Rpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkilil
1qpz1qlj
‰
Eďk´1rRpkilqpz2qij s
`
ÿ
jăk
Eďk´1rRpkilil1qpz1qljsEďk´1
“
Rpkilqpz2qij ´Rpkilil1qpz2qij
‰
:“ α˜ill1 ` β˜ill1 ` γ˜ill1 .
Note that, due to independence properties, the sum vanishes when α˜il is replaced by α˜ill1 or when α˜il1
is replaced by α˜ill1 .
Using again the resolvent identity and very similar computations, the sums over l and l1 of the four
error terms ErWilWil1 β˜ill1 β˜il1ls, ErWilWil1 β˜ill1 γ˜il1ls, ErWilWil1 γ˜ill1 β˜il1ls and ErWilWil1 γ˜ill1 γ˜il1ls are proved
to be of order OpδN q, uniformly in k. As a consequence, }e˜pNqk }L2 “ OpNδ1{2N q, uniformly in k and
τ2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk e˜pNqk ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0
in probability.
As in the proof of Lemma 17, the L2 norm of τ2N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk f˜ pNqk is OpN´1{2q.
The last term is also negligible. This follows by replacing successively p1 ´ 1
2
δilqW 2il, Rpkqpz2qii,
Rpkilqpz1qlj , Rpkilqpz2qlj by τN , R˜pz2qii, Rpkqpz1qlj and Rpkqpz2qlj . Indeed, this last term can be writ-
ten as follows:
τ2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk g˜pNqk
“ τ2N
Nÿ
k“1
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkk
ÿ
i,j,lăk
R˜pz1qii
ˆ
"“`p1´ 1
2
δil
˘
W 2il ´ τN qEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj sEďk´1
“
Rpkqpz2qiiRpkilqpz2qlj
‰
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` τNEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qljsEďk´1
“pRpkqpz2qii ´ R˜pz2qiiqRpkilqpz2qlj‰
` τNEďk´1rRpkilqpz1qlj ´Rpkqpz1qlj sR˜pz2qiiEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qlj s
*
` τNEďk´1rRpkqpz1qlj sR˜pz2qiiEďk´1rRpkilqpz2qlj ´Rpkqpz2qlj s
*
:“ h˜pNqk ` p˜pNqk ` q˜pNqk ` r˜pNqk .
These four terms are proved to be negligible, as in Lemma 17.
As a consequence, τ2N
řN
k“1 R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkε˜pNqk,6 ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 in probability.

6.3.4. Contribution of the fourth term. To handle the fourth term, we use that, because of Jensen in-
equality,
Er|Eďk´1rRpkqpzqiis ´ R˜pzqii|2s “ op1q,
uniformly in i, k, so that
κN
ÿ
1ďiăkďN
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkEďk´1rRpkqpz1qiisEďk´1rRpkqpz2qiis
“ κN
ÿ
1ďiăkďN
R˜pz1qkkR˜pz2qkkR˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii ` op1q
“ κN
2
´ ÿ
1ďiďN
R˜pz1qiiR˜pz2qii
¯2
` op1q
ÝÑ
NÑ`8
κ
2
´ ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯2
.
6.3.5. Conclusion. From previous computations, we know that
γN pz1, z2q “
Nÿ
k“1
Eďk´1
”
Eďk
“
φ
pNq
k pz1q
‰
Eďk
“
φ
pNq
k pz2q
‰ı ÝÑ
NÑ`8
γpz1, z2q
in probability, where
γpz1, z2q :“ ps2 ´ σ2 ´ τq
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq `
κ
2
´ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯2
´ log
´
1´ σ2
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
´ log
´
1´ τ
ż
R
ν8pdxq
pωpz1q ´ xqpωpz2q ´ xq
¯
.
Recall that a sequence pXN qNě1 of random variables converges in probability to a random variable X if
and only if, from any subsequence extracted from pXN qNě1, one can further extract a subsubsequence
almost surely converging to X . We will use this criterion twice in the following argument.
First, we deduce by diagonal extraction from the convergence in probability above that, given a
countable subset of pCzRq2, one can extract from any subsequence of γN a subsubsequence almost surely
converging to γ pointwise on this subset.
Second, we will use it to prove convergence in probability of pΓN pz1, z2qqNě1 to Γpz1, z2q for a fixed
pz1, z2q P pCzRq2. Fix an arbitrary subsequence extracted from pΓN pz1, z2qqNě1 and consider the corre-
sponding subsequence extracted from the sequence of maps pγN qNě1. Choose then a connected neigh-
borhood O of pz1, z2q included in some compact subset of pCzRq2, and a countable subset of O having
an accumulation point in O. As noted above, one can further extract a subsubsequence of pγN qNě1
almost surely converging to γ pointwise on this subset. The subsubsequence pγN |OqNě1, where γN |O
is the restriction of γN to O, is a normal sequence of analytic maps, so it admits subsubsubsequences
converging uniformly on compact subsets of O to some limit analytic maps. Any such limit analytic map
coincides with γ on a uniqueness set, hence on O by analytic continuation principle. It follows that the
subsubsequence in question almost surely converges uniformly on compact subsets of O to γ|O, and that
the corresponding subsubsequence of pΓN |OqNě1 converges uniformly on compact subsets of O to Γ. In
particular, almost sure convergence holds for the corresponding subsubsequence of pΓN pz1, z2qqNě1 to
Γpz1, z2q and we are done.
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7. Fluctuations of linear spectral statistics of deformed Wigner matrices
In the preceding section, a CLT has been established for NN rϕs, when ϕ P L1. Recall that L1 is dense
in Hs for any s ą 0. For ϕ P Hs, following [Shc11], VN rϕs :“ VarrNN pϕqs satisfies:
VN rϕs ď Cpsq}ϕ}2Hs
ż `8
0
y2s´1e´y
ż
R
VarrTrpRN px` iyqsdxdy.
Therefore, from variance bound (Proposition 3),
VN rϕs ď Cpsq}ϕ}2Hs
ż `8
0
y2s´1e´y
ż
R
2
ˆ
s2Ny
´3`δ ` 2y´3´δmNpNσ
2
N qδ
σ2N
˙ Nÿ
k“1
Er|RN px` iyqkk|1`δsdxdy.
An argument very similar to what was performed for the bias (see Section 5.3) leads to the following
bound:
VN rϕs ď C}ϕ}2Hs
where C ă `8 as soon as ş`8
0
py2s´4 ` y2s´4´2δqe´ydy ă `8. This holds when s ą 3{2` δ. Therefore,
a CLT holds for NN rϕs when ϕ P L :“ Hs, s ą 3{2, as a consequence of the following extension Lemma
due to Shcherbina:
Theorem 4. [Shc11] Let pL, } }q be a normed vector space. Assume that:
‚ there exists C ą 0 such that for any ϕ P L and large enough N ě 1, one has
VN rϕs ď C}ϕ}2,
‚ there exists a dense linear subspace L1 Ă L such that a CLT is valid for NN pϕq for all ϕ P L1:
there exists a continuous quadratic function V : L1 Ñ R such that, for all ϕ P L1,
NN pϕq ´ ErNN pϕqs ñ N p0, V rϕsq.
Then V admits a unique continuous extension to L and
NN pϕq ´ ErNN pϕqs ñ N p0, V rϕsq
holds for all ϕ P L.
Appendix A. Truncation, centering and homogeneization
In Sections 5.2, 6.1 and 6.3, the convergence of bias and the fluctuations of linear spectral statistics for
test functions in L1 were studied under the hypothesis that the entries of WN are bounded by a sequence
δN slowly converging to 0. Note that this assumption was not needed to extend these results to more
general functions. Therefore, this appendix deals only with smooth enough functions.
For a bounded Lipschitz continuous function ϕ : RÑ C, let
NN pϕq :“ TrpϕpXN qq “
ÿ
λPsppXN q
ϕpλq “ N
ż
R
ϕpxqµN pdxq.
In this section, we truncate and renormalize the entries of WN , in order to show that it is sufficient
to study the fluctuations of NN pϕq for matrices WN with entries bounded by δN , where pδN qNě1 is a
sequence of positive real numbers such that δN ÝÑ
NÑ`8
0 at rate less than N´ε for any ε ą 0.
Define XˆN “ WˆN `DN by
Wˆij :“Wij1|Wij |ďδN , 1 ď i, j ď N,
and accordingly
NˆN pϕq :“ TrpϕpXˆN qq.
By Lemma 3,
E
“|NˆN pϕq ´NN pϕq|‰ ď E“|TrpϕpXˆN qq ´ TrpϕpXN qq|‰
ď }ϕ}Lip
Nÿ
i,j“1
Er|Wij |1|Wij |ěδN s.
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As a consequence,
E
“|NˆN pϕq ´NN pϕq|‰ ď }ϕ}Lip`δ´3´4εN ÿ
i‰j
Er|Wij |4p1`εqs ` δ´2´3εN
Nÿ
i“1
Er|Wii|3p1`εqs
˘
ď }ϕ}Lip
`
Opδ´3´4εN N´2εq `Opδ´2´3εN N´1{2´3ε{2q
˘ “ op1q.
Define then X˚N “ W˚N `DN by
W˚ij :“ σN VarrWˆijs´1{2pWˆij ´ ErWˆij sq, 1 ď i ‰ j ď N,
W˚ii :“ sN VarrWˆiis´1{2pWˆii ´ ErWˆiisq, 1 ď i ď N,
and accordingly
N˚N pϕq :“ TrpϕpX˚N qq.
Note that the entries of W˚ are centred. Furthermore Er|W˚ij |2s “ σ2N and Er|W˚ii|2s “ s2N .
Observe that, for i ‰ j,
|ErWˆij s| “ |ErWij1|Wij |ďδN s| “ |ErWij1|Wij |ąδN s| “ Opδ´3´4εN N´2p1`εqq.
Note that this bound is uniform in i ‰ j. Similar bounds may be proved for Er|W˚ij |4s, Er|W˚ij |4p1`εqs and
Er|W˚ii|3p1`εqs from which it may be shown that the entries of W˚ satisfy the same properties as the ones of
WN . In particular, one has NErW˚ 2ijs “ Nτ 1N ÝÑ
NÑ`8
τ and N2pEr|W˚ij |4s ´ 2σ4N ´ τ 12N q “ N2κ1N ÝÑ
NÑ`8
κ.
Furthermore, uniformly in i,
σ2N ´VarrWˆijs “ Er|Wij |2p1´ 1|Wij |ďδN qs ` |ErWˆij s|2
“ Er|Wij |21|Wij |ąδN s ` |ErWˆij s|2
“ Opδ´2´4εN N´2p1`εqq `Opδ´6´8εN N´4p1`εqq.
It follows that
σN ´VarrWˆijs1{2 ď σ´1N
´
Opδ´2´4εN N´2p1`εqq `Opδ´6´8εN N´4p1`εqq
¯
.
Similarly,
|ErWˆiis| “ |ErWii1|Wii|ďδN s| “ |ErWii1|Wii|ąδN s| “ Opδ´2´3εN N´3{2p1`εqq.
Hence, uniformly in i,
s2N ´VarrWˆiis “ ErW 2iip1´ 1|Wii|ďδN qs ` ErWˆiis2
“ ErW 2ii1|Wii|ąδN s ` ErWˆiis2
“ Opδ´2´3εN N´3{2p1`εqq `Opδ´4´6εN N´3p1`εqq;
sN ´VarrWˆiis1{2 ď s´1N
´
Opδ´2´3εN N´3{2p1`εqq `Opδ´4´6εN N´3p1`εqq
¯
.
From these bounds, it may be shown that the entries of W˚ are uniformly bounded by 2δN , for N large
enough.
Moreover, by Lemma 3,
Er|N˚N pϕq ´ NˆN pϕq|2s ď Er|TrpϕpX˚N q ´ TrpϕpXˆN q|2s
ď }ϕ}2LipNEr
Nÿ
i,j“1
|W˚ij ´ Wˆij |2s
ď 2}ϕ}2LipN
ÿ
i‰j
´
pσN ´VarrWˆijs1{2q2 ` |ErWˆijs|2
¯
` 2}ϕ}2LipN
Nÿ
i“1
´
psN ´VarrWˆiis1{2q2 ` |ErWˆiis|2
¯
.
From the preceding bounds,
Er|N˚N pϕq ´ NˆN pϕq|2s ď Opδ´4´8εN N´4εq `Opδ´4´6εN N´3εq “ op1q.
From these controls of Er|N˚N pϕq ´ NˆN pϕq|s and Er|NN pϕq ´ NˆN pϕq|s, we deduce that
Er|NN pϕq ´ N˚N pϕq|s Ñ 0.
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Therefore, assuming that N˚N pϕq ´ ErN˚N pϕqs converges to a Gaussian variable yields that NN pϕq ´
ErNN pϕqs converges to the same Gaussian variable. Furthermore, if ErN˚N pϕqs´N
ş
R
ϕdρN converges to
some limit bpϕq, the same will hold for ErNN pϕqs ´N
ş
R
ϕdρN .
Therefore, for our purposes, we may suppose that the entries of WN are bounded almost surely by δN .
Appendix B. Asymptotic infinitesimal freeness of GUE and deterministic matrices
Observe that the bias bpϕq in Theorem 2 vanishes whenever s2 “ σ2, τ “ 0 and κ “ 0 (this is for
instance the case for the deformed GUE). In that case, the mean empirical spectral measure ErµN s of
WN ` DN is particularly well approximated by the free additive convolution ρN “ µNσ2
N
‘ νN of a
semicircular distribution and νN . It is then natural to ask whether a multivariate generalization of this
result holds: in the noncommutative probability space pMN pCqbL8´,EN´1Trq, let pW1, . . . ,Wkq be a
k-tuple of independent copies of WN with entries (having finite moments of any order) satisfying (H1),
(H2) and (H3) with s2 “ σ2, τ “ 0 and κ “ 0, and pA1, . . . , Alq be a l-tuple of bounded deterministic
matrices with ˚-distribution νN ; is the ˚-distribution ξN of the pk ` lq-tuple pW1, . . . ,Wk, A1, . . . , Alq
well approximated by the free product µ‹k
Nσ2
N
‹ νN of a standard semicircular family and νN? This was
proved for independent standard GUE matrices in the absence of deterministic matrices in [Tho00], and,
formulated as an asymptotic infinitesimal freeness result, with finite rank deterministic matrices in [Shl18].
This holds in general; for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to GUE matrices. In other words, we prove
asymptotic infinitesimal freeness for independent GUE matrices and a tuple of bounded deterministic
matrices converging in ˚-distribution.
Theorem 5. Let pW1, . . . ,Wkq be a k-tuple of independent GUEpN, σ2N q matrices (with the assumption
σ2N “ OpN´1q) and pA1, . . . , Alq be a l-tuple of deterministic matrices with ˚-distribution νN in the
noncommutative probability space pMN pCqbL8´,EN´1Trq. Assume that supNě1 }Ai} ă `8, 1 ď i ď l.
Then the ˚-distribution ξN of the pk`lq-tuple pW1, . . . ,Wk, A1, . . . , Alq satisfies: for P P CxX1, . . . , Xk`ly,
ξN pP q “ pµ‹kNσ2
N
‹ νN qpP q `OpN´2q.
Proof. By linearity, it is sufficient to prove the statement for monomials P and for Hermitian A1, . . . , Al.
Our proof relies on the combinatorics of free probability, as exposed in Lecture 22 of [NS06]; we follow
their notations. In particular, NCpnq denotes the lattice of non-crossing partitions, pκnqně1 the sequence
of free cumulant functionals, K the Kreweras complementation map, γ the cyclic permutation p1, . . . , nq.
Let pA, ϕq be a noncommutative probability space, w1, . . . , wk P A free semicircular elements with vari-
ance Nσ2N and pa1, . . . , alq P Al a l-tuple of selfadjoint noncommutative random variables with noncom-
mutative distribution νN , free from tw1, . . . , wku. It is sufficient to consider non-constant monomial P
in w1, . . . , wk, a1, . . . , al (resp. W1, . . . ,Wk, A1, . . . , Al) of the form x
1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨xnan (resp. X1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨XnAn)
with n ě 1, x1 “ wj1 , . . . , xn “ wjn (resp. X1 “ Wj1 , . . . , Xn “ Wjn) and a1, . . . , an in the multiplica-
tive semigroup generated by ta1, . . . , alu (resp. A1, . . . , An in the multiplicative semigroup generated by
tA1, . . . , Alu). For such a monomial P , on the one hand,
pµ‹kNσ2
N
‹ νN qpP q “ ϕpx1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨xnanq
“
ÿ
piPNCpnq
κpipx1, . . . , xnqϕKppiqpa1, . . . , anq
“
ÿ
piPNC
pjq
2
pnq
pNσ2N qn{2ϕKppiqpa1, . . . , anq,
where NC
pjq
2 pnq is defined page 376 of [NS06]. On the other hand, still with the notations of Lecture 22
of [NS06],
ξN pP q “ ErN´1TrpX1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨XnAnqs
“ N´1
Nÿ
i1,...,i2n“1
ErX1i1i2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xni2n´1i2nsA1i2i3 ¨ ¨ ¨Ani2ni1
“ N´1
Nÿ
i1,...,i2n“1
ÿ
piPP2pnq
EpirX1i1i2 , . . . , Xni2n´1i2nsA1i2i3 ¨ ¨ ¨Ani2ni1 ,
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using Wick formula for the centred complex Gaussian process pX1i1i2 , . . . , Xni2n´1i2nq. Denote et :“
pi2t´1, i2tq, e˚t :“ pi2t, i2t´1q and observe that
EpirX1i1i2 , . . . , Xni2n´1i2ns “
"
σnN if n is even, pi P Ppjq2 pnq and es “ e˚t , @ts, tu P pi,
0 otherwise.
Hence, exchanging sums,
ξN pP q “ N´1σnN
ÿ
piPP
pjq
2
pnq
TrpiγpA1, . . . , Anq
“
ÿ
piPP
pjq
2
pnq
N´n{2´1`|piγ|pNσ2N qn{2pN´1 TrqpiγpA1, . . . , Anq
“
ÿ
piPNC
pjq
2
pnq
pNσ2N qn{2pN´1TrqKppiqpA1, . . . , Anq `OpN´2q
“ pµ‹kNσ2
N
‹ νN qpP q `OpN´2q,
where we have used the fact that n{2 ` 1 ´ |piγ| is an even nonnegative integer vanishing if and only if
the pairing pi is non-crossing (see [Tho00]). 
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